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FOREW4Ra

This: report presents a. value-impact an-alysis of twelve regulatory
requirements related to stear generators whi ch are ukder consideration by
the NRC staff for- Imposition- on- the operators, of pressurized water reactors.
The purpose of tfte.ranalysis is: to assist the NRC staff in preparation- and
suppOrht of Its: petltians for- approval to the Committee for the Review of
Generic Requttrements-. te ather NRC organizations, and to the Commission-
itself_

The tube rupture event at the Ginna plant an January 15, 1g82 was
the immediate- impetus for these requirements. However, the Director of the
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulations, in directing the preparation of
these requirements, intended that they also encompass actIons appropriate to
the resolution of unresolved steam generator issues that have been
outstanding for a long time, in particular Unresolved Safety Issues A-3, A-
4, and A-S.

The requirements addressed here were originally described in the draft
report wNRC Recommendation Concerning Steam Generator Tube Degradation and
Rupture events". Subsequent modifications were stated in an NRC memorand m
concerning a meeting with the Steam Generator Owner's Group and other
industry representatives and in NRC working papers. These latter documents
defined the requirements as they are analyzed here. SAI analysts attended
the meeting between NRC and the industry as observers and have had many
meetings and Interactions with the NRC staff in the course of the analysis.

It should be noted that the requirements addressed herein are only
a subset of the total set of requirements being proposed. Since t1e valies
and impacts of various requirements are not necessarily independent, some
further analysis may eventually be needed.

SAI undertook to perform this analysis in a very short ti:e 'about
10 weeks) relative to the complexity and scope of the issues involve!. :t
was necessary to focus heavily on three areas of values and impacts tnat
were perceived at the outset to be of greatest importance. These weere risk
of radiation exposure to the public, occupational exposure to plant workers,
and economic benefits and costs to the utilities operating the affected
plants. We also present many of our results on the basis of a
Trepresenative" plant described by industry-average paramenters and ZS years
remaining life; whenever possible, however, we attempt to snow the
variability of values and impacts among plants. Although additional time
would have allowed more attention to detail, we don't believe it wofuld have
had much effect on our conclusions and recommendations.
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ECUTnVE SUMMARY

L. SMUY PURPOSE-AND SCOPE -

The NRC(I-) has proposed twelve general action items: to be imposed

uponrPPW licensees irr order ta improve steanr generator performance. relative

tm Teakage and tube rupture rates- These items have. beerr evaluated on the

basis: of a value-impact analysis(Z) using threw major criteria of evalua-

tion: economic benefits and costs, public risk, and occupational radiation

exposure.

2.0 APPROACH

The analysis has been quantified to the extent possible by the use

of available data. -The limits on effectiveness of the proposed actions have

been established by historical data. That is, the proposed actions have

been related to the known historical failure modes to establish the maximum

range of effectiveness of these proposed actions.

Consideration has been given to the effect of combinations of

proposed actions and the marginal benefits of individual actions within

combinations. Finally, expert opinion from within the nuclear Industry and

the NRC has been factored into the conclusions drawn in this report.

(1) T. Ippolito (NRC) to G. C. Lainas (NRC), Memorandum, "Forthcoming
Meeting with Steam Generator Owners Group - Prooosed Generic

Requirements", July 22, 1982.

(2) S. H. Hanauer (NRC) to NRR Division Directors (NRC), Letter

transmitting "Procedures for Transmitting New Generic Requirements to

the CRGR; Enclosure 2: NRR Office Letter No. 16, Revision 1,"

instructions for the Preparation of Value-Impact Analyses", February

23, 1982.
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I-O MAJR CONCLUSIONS

Cost has emerged. as the most signtficant evalu'ation criterion.
Cost variation among the proposed actions 'Ts signilcant; and significant
cost sayings can be real'i ze&, wi tfr the more promi sing acti cgs.

Puft1c risk froar staaw generato- tube rupture was assessed; and
foud- tm be soc Tow' that it has a comptletaly net1igible contrlbutlonr to. the
value-fmpact comparisons.

Occupational radiation exposurs can be significant and for most of
the, actions has- a generally favorable value-impact ratio, but for evaluation
purposes it is not generally significant compared to costs.

Of the actions evaluated the secondary water chemistry program
proved to be the most effective. The secondary side QA and visual inspec-
tion for loose parts and improved steam generator inservics inspection pro-
grams, including eddy current testing, are also effective. These results
are quantified in the next section.

4.0 RESULTS.

Table I summmarizes the net benefits of all the proposed actions.
Generally the demarcation between effective and ineffective actions is very
clear. Essentially there are no questionable actions based purely on value-
impact.

Those which are preventive (I and (5,6)) and those whicj are
diagnostic-preventive, meaning that prevention is contingent upcn success-fil
diagnosis of an incipient flaw (items 2, 3 and 4), are generally more
effective than those which are primarily or exclusively mitigative (3, 9, 1l
and 12) or those which are studies (7 and 10). With the exception of I,

upper inspection ports (and the LPMS portion of lb, which is ineffective In
a marginal sense), all ineffective proposed actions are mitigative or study
type. If the preferred actions are implemented then the marginal benefits
of implementing mitigative actions decrease even further beca'se their
benefits depend on a minimum rate of undesirable events. Therefore, there
is added justification for their exclusion from implementation.

ES-2
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The atarginal benefits. of implementing any additional actions de-

crease, of course,. with- each- additiom. Table L shows the effect of the

combined implementation of all six pre~intive ar pretentive-diagnostic type

actions,. and. this: 1s compared: with- the comb1natio`a of khe four most effective
proposed: actions. The four- actionsr (secondary side tSr and QA for loose-

Fartr, general Msr,. improved: eddy current testin-i and. secondary water-

chemfstrry program comtined: with- condenser ISI) provide essentially the same

total economic benefits: availabte from the twelve proposed actions-

ES-3
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Eaecutive Summary Table L
Effectiveness of Proposed Actions

Net -

fenefltt
(S IO06) Effectiveness/Camments

L a_. Secondary Side rnser-

vicem nspection- and QA
for Loos& Parts

Z. S Very Effective

b. Secondary ISA, QA and
Loose Parts Monitoring
System (LPMS)

2.2 - 2.7 LPMS independently affec-

tive but not recommended
since marginal imorovement

over Ia, above,is
negligible or negative

2. Inservica Inspection

a. Full-length tube ISt
b. 48-month ISI interval
c. Supplemental Sampling
d. Oenting monitoring
e. Unscheduled 1IS
f. Reporting

4.1

1.1

- 4.4

- 5.4

L4

Generally these are very
effective

3. Improved Eddy Current
Testing Techniques

0 - 5.5 Can be very effective

4. Upper Inspection Ports

(UIP)
Negt igiblIe ineffective or .argina. at

best (even for Sas 1.n
f abricati on)

a Thesa are described in Reference 1 of this summary and in detalt in
Section IV of the main report.

b Cost dominates value-impact results relative to ORE and public risk.
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E'ecutlve Summary TabTe t.(Continued)

Net -

Renefi tbt
(: Ia&)

I

Effectiveness/Comments

This: is the most effective
of the proposed actions

F. (WIttr 6) Siecondary Water
Chemistry- Program (SWCP)
combhined with- Condenser-
Inservtce- InspectionT
Program (CISIP)

4a44MI

7. Tube stabilization and

monitoring (Study)

7. Implementation of

Results of above study

Not applicable

Ineffective
Slightly
negative

8. Primary to Secondary
Leakage limits

9. Coolant Iodine Limits

Negligible or
negative

Negligible

Marginal or ineffective

Ineffective

10. Reactor Coolant System
Pressure Control (Study)

10. Implementation of Results
of above study

11. Safety Injection Signal
Reset

12. Containment Isolation
and Reset

Not applicable

Ineffective

Negligible

Negative

Negative

Ineffective

Ineffective

a These are described in the in Reference 1 of this summary and in detail

in Section IV of the main report.

b Cost dominates value-impact results relative to ORE and public risk.
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&xecut1ve Summary Table L. (Continued)

Comhtnations of
Procosed Act1ons"

Items r 11r,, Zr. T. 'and:
(M, 6) above,, tzr cominatioi-

Itats laa, Z. 3 and (5, 6)
above, in cmb1nattion

Net

aenef tb

Uc t¢

48-258

Up to

48-ZS8

:.

Effectiveness/Conments

Thesa are al'l the

preventive type actions

These four actions provide

essentially all the net

benefit available

a These are described in Reference 1 of this summary and in detail' in
Section IV of the main report.

b Cost dominates value-impact results relative to ORE and public risk.
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SECmTON r. INTRODUCTION:

TH's introductiorr is intend-ed to presen-t the. reader with

background informataior concerning bottr the vaiue-impact. analysit itself and

the: subject: of the analysi, steam generator tube- rupture. (SUTR). Each of

the su1xsectfons. below. is exerpted verbatimr frour the referenced NRC

docznentr-.

L.: VALUE-IMPACT ANALYSES-

Value-impact analyses shall be performed for each significant

change in regulatory requirements to demonstrate that all significant alter-

natives and considerations were identified and weighed. The alternatives

and considerations to be weighed include all the values to be gained, such

as contribution to public health and safety and reduction in environmental

damage,and all the impacts that result, such as increased risk to plant

operators, increased environmental damage and increased costs. A value-

impact. analysis should not be construed to mean that cost considerations

take precedence over considerations of health, safety, or national security.

These factors remain paramount. Cost, however, is an important factor in

many regulatory matters and must be a prime consideration when there are

alternative means of achieving desired levels of health, safety and national

security.

Value-impact analysis as interpreted by the staff is essentially a

technique equivalent to benefit and cost analysis, or cost effectiveness

analysis. The term value-impact was introduced at NRC to dispel :ertain

connotations associated with the other terms. Benefit-cost analysis, In

particular, is often misconceived as a process of reducing all factors to a

common dollar form. This, the staff felt, was too restrictive, and

therefore the terms value and impact were recommended and designed to

* Excerpted verbatim from Article 1 - Statement of Work, Contract No. ,4RC-

03-82-131, "Instructions for the Preparation of Value-Impact Analyses,

NRR Office Letter No. 16, Revision 1"; Enclosure 1, pp. 1-2.
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Include noncommensurabl'ss andc vartables that are nonquantifiab1 F or
nonmeasurabTe.. Thus,.i'tvwas bilievedtitfatthe new:-tarms would alTos* for
analysis toL incorporate very important but nonquantifi able judgments of the
staff and other- expert parti es_ It should be noted, however, that cost-
benefft and; cost-effectiveness analyses., prooerl'y condicted havL just as-
broad sope& as trat envisioned. by the staff for value-impact analysis.

raposed; actfons to; whrictr these! instructions apprly include the
I ssuance af ..... new.. and anrended.Xegul ations, and Comm Issions papers
involving a potenti-al change in reguTatory requirements or policy .........
However, icensing reviews for CUs and 01s have, in the past, exhibited a
tendency for escalating regulatory requirements through reinterpretation of
ru'les, guides and review procedures. Such escalations sometimes have a
considerable impact with little perceptible gain in plant safety. To control
this tendency, all significant deviations or departures should be subjected
to value-impact analysis just as though they were proposed new guides or
branch-positions. The fact that they are appled on case reviews is not
cause for exemption.

2.0 STEAM GENERATOR DEGRADATION*

Degradation of steam generators (SG) manufactured by each of the
three pressurized water reactor (PWR) vendors has resultted from 4 combina-
tion of steam generator mechanical design, thermal hydraulics, materials
selection, fabrication techniques, and secondary system design and opera-
tion. To date, many different forms of steam generator degradation have
been identified, including: stress corrosion cracking, wastage, intergranu-
lar attack, denting, erosion-corrosion, fatigue cracking, pitting, fretting,
support plate degradation, and mechanical damage due to impingement of
foreign objects or loose parts on steam generator internal components. 'ne
or more of these forms of degradation have affected at least 40 operating
PWRs ard have resulted in extensive SG inspections, tube plugging, -epair cr

repl acement.

* Exerpted verbatim from Article I - Statement of Work, Contract No. NRC-
03-82-131, 'Value-tmpact Analysis of Recommendations Concerning Steam
Generator tube Degradations and Rupture Events"; contract with Science
Applications, Inc.
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The m-ajority of the SS tube failures. that have occurred. under-

norral operati ng cond-ltions were- small stable leaks sometimes requiring

prTan1tshuttown-, inspection, and correciivs actions, bit for the most part

smelT enough (eW.., below technical specification leak rate limit) that

operations continued untoiT a scheduled. shutdown_ However-, four significant

SMtube ruptures tra.veaccurredirrdomesticPWR5 since LS75. These events>

Occurred oir February 25,. MM75 at Paint Reacir Unit I;, September IS,_ 19764 at

Surry UrritZ; October Z. 1975, at Pr&irIe rsland; and or January ZS, L982,

at A._ E;. SintraL

The first three of these events were evaluated in NUREG-0651,

"Evaluation of Stear Generator Tube Rupture Events". The report includes an

evaluation of system- response, operator action, and radiological

consequencies during the three events.

The leak rate associated with these events ranged from about 80

gpm to 390 gpm. The conclusion of the report is that no significant offsite

doses or systems inadequacies occurred during the tube rupture events

analyzed. However, the potential for more significant consequences was

recognized and a number of recommendations, primarily related to plant

Emergency Procedures, were made to correct the deficiencies that were noted.

The event at the Ginna plant. was addressed in NUREG-0909 "NRC

Report on the January 25, 1982 Steam Generator Tube Rupture at R. E.. Gi nna

Nuclear Power Plant", April 1982 and evaluated in NUREG-0916 "Safety

Evaluation Report Related to the Restart of R. E. Ginna Nuclear Power

Plant", May 1982. NUREE-0909 includes descriptions of the event, and

significant staff findings, while NUREG-0916 is an evaluation of system

response, operator response, steam generator inspection analysis and repair

programs, emergency preparedness and a radiological assessment. The maximum

leak rate estimated by the staff to be associated with the Ginna event was

about 760 gallons per minute.

An overall update on steam generator tube experience was provided

in NUREG-0886, nSteam Generator Tube Experience", February 1982, which

provides an overview of the types of problems which have occurred in steam

generators with particular emphasis on recent operating experience. In

addition, the report addressed the status of resolution of unresolved safety

I .1-3



Issues (TAP's A-, A-4,. and. A-5) rl ated to: steanr generator tube probI ems
and: dftscussed: the short and tong tarnr correct ve- acti ons bei ng pursued. by
the Industry, and. the inspection- and repair- requirements which were
estabtlshed. to ensure continued: safe pl ant operator and. the associ ated
radfattor exposures.

The ob;fective of TAP A-3; A-4, and; A-, was ta intagrate studies. of
systeni an&Tyses-, Inservice inspectfioi and tube integrity tor establish
tipraved. critarfa. for ensuri ng adequate tube integrity and safe generator
operationr.

Foltow-ing the occurrence of the steam generator tube rupture at
the-Ginna plant the Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
requested appropriate NRC organizations to review the NUREG-0909 report and
identify requirements and criteria for implementation of PWRs.

As a result of this assessment, which also considered the matters
addressed in the reports discussed above, the NRC staff has prepared the
report £*NRC Recommendations Concerning Steam Generator Tube Degradations and
Rupture Events" (Report) to set forth certain requirements which the staff
concludes should be evaluated with respect to their applications to all
operating pressurized water reactors for the purpose of minimizing the
degradation of steam generator tubes and mitigating the consequences of tube
rupture events. The Report also identifies recommendations on specific
criteria to satisfy the requirements.

The Report further outlines an Implementation Plan which covers
the entire process of application of the requirements, including
consideration of schedules, cost, and impact of such implementation.

1.1- 4



SECTMR. tr - OSJECTIVES AND SCOPE

This: sectl orr describes the&overtlt projecstobjecti we and scope.
The srecific objiectives associated with the various areas of project

concerr arem aTso presented_.

LaC OVERALL PROJECr

In support of the overall NRC staff objective of minimizing steam

generator tube degradation and mitigating the consequences of tube rupture

events, the goal of this project is to support the implementation of the

Draft Report ("NRC Recommendations Concerning Steam Tube Degradations and

Rupture Events") requirements by defining the criteria more sharply through

verification of the staff's qualitative judgements of the values and impacts

of the requirements and criterfa set forth in the Report.

Specifically, this project has prepared a value-impact analysis of

twelve proposed requirements contained within the above NRC Report. These

twelve specific requirements addressed are:

o Prevention and Detection of Loose Parts or Foreign Objects

o Stabilization and Monitoring of Degraded Tubes

o Inservice Inspection Requirements

o Improved Eddy Current Techniques

a Primary to Secondary Leakage Limits

o Upper Inspection ports

o Reactor Coolant System Pressure Control

o Secondary Water Chemistry Program

o Condenser Inservice Inspection
o Safety Injection Signal Reset

o Containment Isolation and Reset
o Standard Technical Specification Limit for Coolant Iodine Activity

II-1



The valu-impract analys.ls was conducted in accordance with the
referencea below, except that only the portions of the- analysis indicated
beTWw werT to be performed:.

oc rtef descripttorr of propose¢ act orr.:
M Sumnwary af thev aueas and: impacts included. in the discussion of

the mledt for- the prmposed: acti on.

t Vatue-impract anaTysts is t: be: confined. tor discussion of:
- short-tam and: ongofng, tasks to be performed by NRC
- Industry effects:
- public effects.

o Quantitative discussion of the proposed implementation plan.

While the project value-impact scope was limited to the above
areas, it should also be noted that the twelve proposed requirements were
also a subset of the total proposed actions recom=ended in the NRC Report.

2.0 SPECIFIC AREAS

In support of the value-impact analysis of the twelve
requirements, it was necessary to estimate the public risk associated with a
steam generator tube rupture (SGTR), as measured by core melt probability
and by expected consequences.

For each of the proposed requirements, the primary focus an v/'1es
and impacts was in the areas of:

o Event probability change

o Cost

o Radiation exposure

…________________

* Letter from S. H. Hanauer to NRR Division Directors dated February 23,

1982, subject: Procedures for Transmitting New Generic Requirements to

the CRGR; Enclosures 2: NRR Office Letter No. 16, Revision 1,

'Instructions for the Preparation of Value-rmpact Analyses".
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rw preparing the value-impact analyss-, the project grouped recom-

mendatlons: wiTictr could and should: bey.ond as a package. Also, separate

an&Tyses werm appropriate arr severat ininances. fr plants with- nuclear steam

generator systems: fronr different vendors-, and for Sl ants: where backfit

andlor- forefit of individuaT recommendations were required_

II -3



SECTIOM ttr. APPROACH AND BASELINE DATA

This section-presents the- overall a*proact takerr in the value-
impact: assessment of the proposed requirements. ATso presented are the

haseatfne dat& usedL for the stati sti cal analysis, cost analysi st and dose
determinationse. The finet subsectiorr presents. air assessment of the risk to
the pubTfc fro= a: SMTR event;

L.O APPROACH

The approach taken by SAI in evaluating the proposed requirements

was based on the NRC Office Letter, No. 16, Revision 1 from H.R. Denton

entitled "Instructions for the Preparation of Value-Impact Analyses". Due

to the short time period available for the assessment, three major items of

a value-impact analysis (public risk, cost, occupational dose) were the

focus of the project.

1.1 GENERAL APPROACH

Figure IIL.L-1 summarizes our general approach to this project.

The various requirements under study were grouped into six tasks described

in the next section. For each of these tasks the preliminary activities

consisted of mainly organizing the project and gathering the necessary

information. Within each task, an investigation of impacts and values cf

the particular requirements were then performed. The final report box shown
on the figure consists of analyzing the results of the value-impacts for

each task and providing a report. The on-going meetings were used as a

mechanism for supporting utilization of the analysis results of the various

tasks, and frequent review of results of the various tasks throughout the

project provided the necessary quality assurance.

Due to the short period of performance of the value-impact
analysis, the work on the evaluation of the proposed requirements was
concurrent. The approach to the work was structured with internal
'speclalists" who performed similar functions in each of the task areas

(i.e., costing, probabilistic assessment, dose determination). Thus, Task

managers referred information and data to the specialists who were

III.1-1
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Task ,

Task 2

Taskc 3l ,

Task 6 D a

Figure s .$l Overall Approach to Pro~ject
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responsible for estabTiishing baseline project data_ The use. of this

approach ensured. a consistent basis for.jimultaneaus work which is otherwise

har¢ to correlate..

LZ TAMs APPROACH:

The' tweTve requtrerents; were grouped into
facdlttate. commorn datm gAthering- and. management. The

requirements as follows:

six tasks i norder ta

six tasks. grouped the

o Task 1: Loose Parts

o task 2: rube Stabilization and Monitoring

o Task 3: (tnspection Grouping)
- Steam Generator Inservice
- Eddy Current Techniques

- Upper tnspection Ports

Inspection

o Task 4.- (Specification Limits)
- Iod.ine Activity
- Primary to Secondary Leakage

o Task 5: (Plant Systems)
- Reactor Coolant System Pressure
- Safety Injection Signal Reset

- Containment Isolation Reset

o Task 6: (Secondary Side)

- Secondary Water Chemistry Program
- Condenser Inservice Inspection

Each of these six tasks produced a value-impact analysis on each

of it's requirements. The approach to each task was as shown in Figure

II1.1-2. The "technical review" work was handled by the Task Manager and

included:

III.1-3
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t I
I I_

Figure III.1-2. Approach to Six Specific Tasks
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a Estabt'Ishing- NRC techni cal contacts :

a ObtaininTg key documents
. RWeviewing background material

The "a ther tnforiratlonw phase refers to other studies and

anal~yses deemed; important carrcernirrq. the. main impact areas. to be

fnvestftgatedr cost,. chrange- irr event probability and radiation- exposure.

The informatlorr gathered: included. the following: actions:

a Obtaining- equipment performance/history data

o Obtaining equipment and labor cost data

o Assembling information on each of the three value-impact areas.

The identification of other key impact areas was covered as

completely as time allowed. SAI included and referenced all items to the

best of its ability and within the time allowed.

1.2.1 Public Risk Assessment Task

A special task was established to address the risk to the public

of SGTR. The purpose of this task was to estimate the public risk, as

measured by core melt probability and by expected consequences, associated

with a steam generator-tube rupture as an initiating event. The approach

was to perform a "scoping level" network-type analysis. Analogies and

comparisons with previous PRAs were freely used; the idea was to focus as

quickly as possible on dominant sequences and to rely on previous studies

(WASH-1400, IREP, etc.) as much as possible for estimating probabilities.

Use of sophisticated computer codes for accident progression phenomenology

or for consequence calculations was not utilized, nor was extensive and

detailed fault tree analysis. Where plant specificity was necessary, a

single particular plant was selected. the results of this effort are

presented in Section 111.5 and Appendix B.

1.2.2 Baseline Data

The purpose of these efforts was to establish a common data basis

for all the tasks. This common basis is required if the overall value-

111.1-5



impact analysis Is to overviews all of the proposed report recommendations -

and: requIrementz_

The baseline development was implemented in the areas of the
specific 1iapa itinvestIg aton: cost~,probability, and-radiation dosage.
The, specialistl ir eactr of these three areas was required: to establish the
baseline fir r1s: area. The baseline data is presented in the three
subsections foTtcW4ng this: one.
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ze PROBABILITIES AN: STATISTTCS OF MTMA- GENERATOR EVENTS

Ar summarr and analysis: of data pertaining tir steam generator tube
pTugging-, leaks: and. ruptur s Is presented. The purpose is7 to- extract froir

thl sdata infornratiorr onr the frequendcles: and. probab1iti es: of various events,

as; cmTTed: for- ey the arnalyti cl framework. chosen for the value-impact

assessment. PTT of the data used. are. fronr Reference 1. The Information

desired: is-

- the frequencies (events per reactor year) of forced outages due to
various modes of tube degradation, by NSSS vendor

- the frequencies of tube- ruptures (with leak rates exceeding the

makeup capacity of the charging pumps) due to various modes of

tube degradation, by NSSS vendor

- the rate of tube plugging (% of tubes plugged per year) by

degradation mode and by NSSS vendor.

Forced outages are of interest because they reduce plant availability.

Ruptures arm of concern because they challenge plant systems and operators

and are therefore potential initiators of accidental radioactivity releases.

Tube plugging rates are important because they could affect a plant's power

rating and steam generator lifetime. The important values of the proposed

preventive requirements with steam from their reduction of these frequencies

and rates.

All of the statistical information directly needed for the

analysis is presented In this section. Summaries of the basic data used for

deriving the desired information are presented in Appendix A. An aggregate

summary of the event data by NSSS vendor is shown in Table 1tI.2-1 below for

leaks and ruptures.

An aggregate summary of event data by degradation mode for all

PWRs is shown in Table IIt.2-2. These data for all PWRs are dominated by

the Westinghouse plants primarily because they collectively have a much

longer operating history than the others.

[I;.2-1



rule aLZ-1.

Vendor-

Aggregata Summary of Leak and Rupture Oat, by NSSS
Vendor (L. is: leak rata in gallons per minute)

Reactor
Cperattnm
Years:

Number of Events (Leaks-zand Ruptures)

RUPTURE TOTALLR40I.L O.ULR<La.1 0.34dR<RUP

Westi nghouse

Combustion Engr.

Babcock & Wilcox

Z401
(180)

2al

a

2L

2

4- 95

6S

(45)

52
(38)

2

0

0 S

a 0 21

Totals 353
(263)

52 30 36 4 !22

* Numbers in parentheses do not include first two years of plant life.

As noted in the tables, leak and rupture events are divided into

four categories according to the leak rate (LA) in gallons per minute (gpm).
As already indicated, ruptures are defined in terms of the makeup capacity

of the charging system, which varies from plant to plant. To date, only

four events have been classified as ruptures. All occurred in Westinghouse

plants, the latest being the Ginna event of January 1982. Leak rates ranged

from about 80 gpm to 760 gpm. These events are discussed in References 2,
3 and 4.

Leaks in the next lowest category range from 0.3 gpm up to rup-

tures. The lower limit is the technical specification limit above which a
plant must shutdown, repair the leak and perform a tube inspection. The 0.1

gpm rate dividing the two lowest categories was chosen arbitrarily. Most

leaks are in the lowest category.
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rable 111.Z-2 Aggregate. Summary of Leak. and Rupture Event by Oegradati .rr

Moder for All PWRs (353 Total Operat1 ng. .Years, 263 Mature

Operati ng Year) :

Gegradatflon

MadeL

Wastage

Cracking

'IGA

Pitting/Fretting

Incorrect-Plug Loc.

rube Sheet Damage

Denting

Loose Parts

Fatigue

Erosion/Corrosion

Unknown

Totals

LR4.L

I1

27

9

0

0

4

12
2.

73

Number- of Events.(Leaks and Ruptures)

0.IcTLTcX(.T 0.3<LRcRUP RUPTURE

2 a 1

T 7 1

3 2 0

1 1 0

1 0 0

IL 0 0

8 1 0

0 0 2

7 7 0

0 2 0

5 6 0

35 28 1

TOTAL

18

4Z

14

4

1

1

14

2

.3

23

.40

LR a leak rate gallons per minutes
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The data: of Referenca L i ndicate that very fess leaks occur irr the:
first two years of pTant operation. To estimate frequenci es, therefore, we
divide the: numbers of events by the- number of 'matures years of operati on
rather thawr the totaX years. The mature years-figura. simply does not
inctude the first twa~years of operatiwrr for eacih piant included i: the data
base:. The resultini; estimates of frequenci es are 34-37t hi gher than they
watLdt he if the tatr number of operatin; years: hast been used.

The frequenci es of occurrence of Teaks in' the various categori es
are shown in Tadles tr.Z-3a through 6 for the three NSSS vendors and for all

MW~s. The frequencies are alt per plant, not per steam generator. Note
that we continue to carry the 'unknown' mode. Where there were no events,
no frequency is shown. However, we do include an "other" mode to represent
specifically identified degradation modes that have not been observed,
whether or not they are in the 1ist. The total "other" frequency shown is
the chi-square zero failure probability at 50, confidence (Reference 5) for
the relevant number of operating years. It is a bounding estimate. This
value is distributed among size categories as the observed totals are dis-
tributed for all PWRs. This means we don't assume the frequency of an
event is zero just because the event has never been observed. Quantitative-
ly, the effect is almost always negligible, although it is the only contri-
butor to rupture frequency for Combustion and 3abcock and Wilcox plants.
The Mothers frequencies, or totals including them, are shown in parentheses.

The rupture frequencies from these tables serve as the initiating
event frequencies for accidents and risk assessments. These are addressed
in Section III-S.

As indicated above, leaks above 0.3 gpm occurring during operation
lead to a forced outage for tube repair and inspection. Although smaller
leaks do not require shutdown (repairs can be delayed until the next sche-
duled outage), some plants apparently do shut down to repair the leaks, anm
some even perform a tube Inspection (Reference 6). We estimate a range for
forced shutdown frequency by taking as a lower value the frequency of leaks
greater than 0.3 gpm (these require shutdown) and as an upper value the
frequency of leaks greater than 0.1 gpm. We take the midpoint of this range
as a nominal value of the shutdown frequency. This information is shown in
Table III.2-7.
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Table t=.t-I.1 Frequenc1es of Leaks and Ruptures by Degradation Mode

for- Westinghouse PI ants (Events Per Reactor Year)
( c Y

Degradattor
Mode

Wastage

Cracking

IGA

Pitting/Fretting

Incorrect Plug Loc.

Tube Sheet Damage

Denting

Loose Parts

Frequencies of Leaks and Ruptures-
LR<.OL .0.I<L~ cO.3 0.3<JR4R UP

O.07Z 0.006 -

0.153 0.039 0.033

0.044 0.011 - -

0.006 - 0.006

(Reactor Yeai-)-L
RUPTURE TOTAL

O.006 0.083

0.006 0.228

- 0.056

- 0.01:1

- 0.006

- 0.006

- 0.072

0.011 0.011

0.006

0.006

0.044 0.0060.022

-

Fati gue - -

Erosion/Corrosion - -

Unknown 0.061 0.028

Other (0.002) (0.001)

Total Observed 0.3S6 0.139

Totals (0.3S8) (0.140)

LR a leak rate in gallons per minutes

-

0.028

(0.001)

0.072

(0.073)

(0.0001)

0.022

(0.022)

0.1.17

(0.003)

0.589

(0.592)
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rTabT rtr.z4 Frequencies: of Leaks and Ruptures by Oegradatiorr Mode for
Combustior Engineering Plants. (Events Per Reactor Year)

Degradatlcir Fiequencldes of Leaks and Rultures :(Reactor Year)-)
Mode LU.<a.L a.L<LRc0.3 0'.3<LR RUP RUPTURE TOTAL1

Wastage - 0.Ozz 0.044 - 0.067

Crateti - - - - -
.

IGA

Pi tti ng/Fretti ng

Incorrect Plug Loc.

Tube Sheet Oamage

Oenting

Loose Parts

Fatigue

Erosion/Corrosion

Unknown

Other

Total Observed

Total

0.022.

0.022 0.022

- - 0.022

0.044

'
- - -

-

0.022

0.022

(0.008)

0.089

(0.097)

(0.004)

0.044

(0.048)

(0.003)

0.044

(0.047)

(0.0004)

(0.0004)

0.022

0.022

(3.015)

0.173

(0.193)

LR a leak rate in gallons per minute
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rate: rler.Z-E Frequencies of Leaks and Ruptures. by Oegradatlowr Mode for
Tabcock and Wilcox PTants (Events Per Reactor Year)

Uegradatfcrr Frequencies oaf Leaks and Ruptures (Reactor Year) -L

Mode LUStOl G.L<X<cO. a.3<LRcRUF RUPTURE TOTAL

Wastage - , a 0 -

Cracking - - 0.026 - 0.026

IGA - 0.026 0.053 - 0.079

a 4 1-tt1 neF/-1 -+na - - - -

Incorrect Plug Loc.

Tube Sheet Damage

Denti ng

Loose Parts

Fati gue

Erosion/Corrosion

Unknown

Other

Total Observed

Total

0.026

0.105

(0.009)

0.132

(0.141)

-

-

0.184

(0.005)

0.211

(0.216)

0.184

0.053

0.026

(0.004)

0.342

(0.346)

0.026

0.474

0.353

3.026

(0.018)

0.684

(0.702)

(0.001)

0

(0.001)

LR - leak rate gallons per minute
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- rate~ rtr.z-a Frequencies of Leaks and Ruptures by Degradation Mode for
AlT PWRs (tndustry-Wide Average, Event Per Reactor Year)

Oegradati off -

Mode

Wastage

Cracki n

I A

Pitting/Fretti ng

Incorrect Plug Loc.

Tube Sheet Damage

Denting

Loose Parts

Fatigue

Erosion/Corrosion

Unknown

Other

Total Observed

Total

Frequencies of Leaks

xg: 0.003

O.103 07.027

0.034 0.011.

0.008 0.004

- 0.004

- 0.004

0.019 0.030

and Ruptures

034.R<RU

0.0108

0.027

0.008

0.004

0.004

0.027

0.008

0.023

(0.001)

0.106

(0.107)

(Reactor Year) -1
RUPTURE TOTAL

0.004- 0.068

0.004 0.160

- 0.053

_ . 0.015

- 0.004

- 0.004

- 0.053

0.008 0.008

- 0.068

- 0.011

- 0.087

(0.00001) :0.0025)

0.015 0.532

(0.015) (0.535)

0.015

0.004

0.046

(0.001)

0.278

(0.279)

0.027

0.019

(0.001)

0.133

(0.134)

LR a leak rate gallons per minute
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f

Table 111.2-7 Estimated frequencies of Forced Outages Pue to Tute koes n04 Puptorp

(Nominal Values Centered in Parentheses - EVents epr Reqctpr YPor?

Failure
Mode

Wastage

Cracking

IGA

Pitting/Fretting
0-e

rN Incorrect Plug Loc.
IL

Tube Sheet Damage

Denting

Loose Parts

Fat i gue

Erosion/Corrosion

Unknown

Ot her

Totals

Vendor A1
Westinghouise Comb stion Engr. Babcock & Hl11m PWn

0.006 (.009) 0.012 0.044 (.055) 0.066 -6,li (,01fi PtQ?0

0.039 (.059) 0.078 - 0.026 (.026) P0,?6 R0,i1° (,045) ,,05q

O (,006) 0.011 - 0.053 (.066) Q,Q7' Q100 R (,Q11) Qt.0

0.006 (.006) 0.011 0 (.011) 0.022 - 0,PQI (.06) 0,POQ

0 (.003) 0.006 - (,oq2) 0.004

O (.003) 0.006 - Q (,QQ2) 90001

0.006 - 0.050 - QQ4 (.0t9) q,O;34

0.011 (.011) 0.011 - - N.OO 0 (0 008 o.00

0- 0.14 (.276) 0.j68 Q,0Q7 (,011) 0.054

- 0.053 (.053) 0,05 0,008 (4)o0) 0.008

0.020 (.042) 0.056 - 0.026 (.026) 0.026 0.024 (.043) 0,042

(0.001 (.001) 0.003) (0.003 (.005) 0.007) (0.005 (.007) 0.010) (0.001 (.001) 0,002)

0.095 (.165) 0.235 0.051 (.071) 0.099 0.347 (.455) 0,§64 )1M (t1fi) Qt?5i

(

(
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IL , _

O.875

0.75

_ _ _
OERATE PLAXT-

REPLACE SIEAM_

_ GENERATORS
I. ",__I*

_ _

FRACTI ON OF
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IN SERVICE

PLANT

LI FETTME

302 tOR

AGE OF PLANT (YEARS)

Figure III.2-1 Illustration of Tube Plugging and Steam
Generator Replacement Model
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.1

aur axtatysts. of tube pluggirng rates Is. based entirely orr West-
inghause prlants: since the other vendors. have-so few pl ants where- steam
qenerator Tife is-threatened. ro ctharacterize.-the, Pants, we employ the
very s&impIe ptugg.1ng. model fuTtustrated 1r Figure rIr.Z-1. tt'assumes no-
pttugSjtng_ in theffrst btcyears: of plant lifeand. & linear-plugg-ing rate:
thereafter.. For theW ITustrati on, we assume a. pTant has about 15% excess.
tube capacity,. t.e.,. thew pTant woul. d have to be. derated. aftery about l5X of

the tubes are- ptugged: or whert 85% remai n- in service, at tOR years of age.
We. assume, againr for ilTustration, that the steam generators would be

rep-laced when-only 75% of the original tubes remain in- service, at age tR-
This would.correspond to about a 12X derating in this case. Actually,
replacement would involve an economic decision and could occur earlier.

This issue is discussed in the- next section. The problem here is to charac-

terize the plant population according to plugging rates, i.e., the slope of
the "plugging curve' after two years. For individual plants, the actual

plugging curve can be very non-linear, but this simple linear model based an

the average plugging rate is adequate for the purpose at hand.

For individual plants, the plugging rate is estimated from the
data of Reference t as: %. of tubes plugged (as of January 1982) divided by
N-Z where N is the number of plant operating years. The values vary widely,

froiw zero to about 4.2%, with a. median value of about 0.5%. The population
includes 25 plants (units) with over two years of operating history. The
plugging rate frequency table is shown in Table 111.2-8. Table 111.2-9

illustrates the effect of plugging rate on the time to derating and steam

generator lifetime according to this simple model. Note that a plant with
the median plugging rate would have a reasonable chance at not having to
derate the plant in its lifetime. Rates above that (half the plants) por-

tend serious economic problems.

The median rate may be taken as a representative value for

characterizing value-impacts; 2% would be a reasonable excursion value to

illustrate sensitivity.

The data of Reference 1 were analyzed to determine the relative

importance of the various degradation modes as causes for tube plugging.

Considering only those tubes whose plugging was attributed to a speciic

111.2-11



rable t1r.Z-a % Plugging Rate Frequency 0istribution for Westinghouse
Plants Over Two Years Old

%;PTuggi;i$ Rate tntarval

UL-4Lz

2-3
-4-

4.-s

Number of PTants.

7T

5.
3-
1.
2
1.

25

Table III.2-9. I l1ustratlon
Plant Rating

of Potential Plugging Rate Effect on
and Steam Generator Lifetime

% Tubes Plugged
N-2

0.54
0.8-9

1

2
3
4

toR (0-35)

30
18.9
17
9.5
7.0
5.8

30
27
14.5
10.3

8.3
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- s

desradatiorr aode-,. thedistrl-bution is shown iirr-able rll.a-1o_. We hate-
assumed, the. distribution- appTies to- the pTugging rates as well as- the total
number- of tubes- puggedt tt Is perhaps of interest to nate that the distri-
butioir among degradatf ou modes for plugging. is: somewfat. different front that
for teaks and. rupture.. A comparisonr is shownr inr table Irr.z-l, where the
dsft-rt-but orr for- Teakt and ruptures has beetr adjusted to el ml Mnate the
unknown: modes.

Bry- dmbining: the dfstributions: of frequencies and plugging rates
among. degradatiorr modes with- ar Identification of the degradation modes

affected by each requirement, the maximum potential improvements can be

determined for each of the preventive requirements. The latter

1dentification is made in Table rii.2-12. The first three requirements can

Inhibit degradation and thereby reduce the rates of both leaks and tube

plugging. The latter three are in the diagnostic-preventive category They

can reduce leaks by helping to assure that degraded tubes are plugged, but

they do not have a significant affect on the plugging rates because they do

not In themselves inhibit the degradation processes. It is assumed that

each requirement can affect half the events attributed to unknown causes.

This is the only mode affected by the upper Inspection ports. Basically, we

assume the ports would hardly be used except when the causes of degradation

could not otherwise be identified.

i1ttr this correlation among requirements and degradation modes,
frequencies can be summed over all degradation modes subject to potential

reduction by a given requirement. The resulting frequencies are fractions

of total event frequencies and represent the maximum possible reduction by

the respective requirements. These reductions would occur only if the

requirement succeeded in eliminating 100% of the events due to causes which

the requirement could affect. These frequencies are shown in Tables 11I.2-

13, 1112.-14 and 111.2-15 for forced outages, ruptures and tube plugging,
respectively. In the latter table, note that secondary water chemistry is

the only requirement expected to have a significant affect on the tube

plugging rate. The two loose parts requirements could, in principle, reduce.

the plugging rate, but no tube pluggings have been attributed to loose

parts. This illustrates the fact that the upper limits on the effectiveness

of various requirements have a firm basis in the historical tube performance

111.2-13



I 0

ratr mtr.z-vi Degradation Mode Contributions to
.Rates:

rube Plugging.

Degradation'
Mode

Wastage-

Crack i ng:

Pitting/Fretting

Incorrect Plug Loc.

Tube Sheet Damage

Vendor
Westinghouse Canbustioa Engr.

T4% 56%.

z22 -

aoI 7%

5% 21%

3abcock & IiTcox
Alt
PWRs

25.

16%

16o

9%

-

-

Oenti ng

Loosa Parts

Fatigue

Erosion/Corrosion

Total

39%

100%

14% 4% 3;X

-

2%

100%

18a

67X

100%

<1%

'a.

100
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* rabTe rlr.Z-IL Cmparison- of Degradatiorr Mode; Distributions for Leak aid.
Xupturen Frequencies and' for Plugging Rates', for All PWRS

Degradatl oa
Mode-

Wastage:

Crack~i ng

IGA

Pitting/Fretting

Incorrect Plug Loc.

rube Sheet Damage

Denting

Loose Parts

Fatigue

Erosion/Corrosion

Total

flstributions of ...
Leaks and. Rupture. Plugging-

Frequencies: Rates-

25X 15X

16% 36%

16X 12%

9% 3X

_ 1%

- 1%

31% 12X

- 2%

C1% 15%

2% 3%

100% 100%
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I I I

TableItr.Z-1Z Ap11cab11ity of Preventive Requlrements: ta Degradation M1des

Leading to: Leaks and Ruptures (L) and Tube Plugginj (P)

Froposed, Requirment
Loose Loose Ser. Uppei

Oregradatirr Plarts Parts Water Tube Imp. Insp.

Made Montcar QA Chear.+ ISI ECT Port.

Wastage L,P L L

Crackling L,P L L

IGA L,P L

Pitting/Fretting L,P L L

r

Incorrect Plug Loc.

Tube Sheet Damage

Denti ng

Loose Parts

Fatigue

Erosion/Corrosion

Unknown

L, P L L

L,P L,P

L,P

L/2,P/2 L/2,P/2

L 2

Lt2, P/2 L/2 L t2

* Including Condenser ISI Program
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rbTe- r.Z-LT. Maximu= Posslble Reductiorr:inForced Outage Frequenicy.
for individuaT Requirements (Per Reactor Year)

Vendor

Combusion Engr.

ATt
PWRsIteimtrement Westingtrouse Babcock & Wilcox

Loose Fr-ts: Monitor-

Loose Parts QA

Tube ISt

Improved ECT

Upper Inspection Parts

Secondary Chemistry

Nominal Baseline Freq.

O..03Z

0.032
19%

0.130
79%

0.130
79%

0.021
13%

0.130
79%

0.165

0.003
* 4%

0.003
4%

0.071
100%

0.071
lO0

0.003
4%

0.071
100%

0.071

0.025
4%

0.020
4%

0.441
97%

0.441

97X

0.013
3%

0.165
36%

0.455 0.188
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TabrT trt.Z-L4. Maximum Possible Reductiorn in Rupture Frequency for. .
rndividual Requirements (Per Reactor Year)

Tequt rement

Lwose Parts Ma_.

Loose Parts OA

Secondary Water Chem.

Tube ISI

Improved ECT

Upper Inspection Parts

3aseline Freq.

Westinghouse

01.Uo1

50%
0.011

507X1

0.012

0.012
55%

0.012

55%

0. COO

0.022

Vendor
Conbusi orr Engr.

(<0.0004)

(<0.0004)

(<O.0004)

(<0. 0004)

(<0.0004)

(0.0004)

(<0.0004)

Babcock & Wilcox

(4.001.)

(<0.aot)

I

(t<0.001)

(<0.001)

(<0.001)

(<0.001)

(<0.001)

A1l
PWR s:

0.0oc
;3%

0.008
J;,Q

0. 308
;3%

0. 008
53%

0.008
53:

(0.00001)

0.315



Tage ttL.Z-15 Maximum Possible Reductiorr in- ube:Plugginq Rates
fo rihd1v1duaT Requirements (X:- Per Reactor Year)

Requirement

Loose Parts Mon.

Loose Parts QA

Secondary Water Chem.

Baseline Rates

Westinghouse
Medi air Severe

_ _

All
Medi alr

PWRs
Severe

-

0. so

.00%
2.00
100%

0.49
100%

0. so

1.98
100%

2.000.50' 2.00
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data of Reference 1. Ther anraTysfs now* becomes a. matter of esti mati ng. the.
extent to whictr eacdr reqmilrement caff achieve its potential affective.

Et shouTd. be noted: that we have carried- ttis approac& to. about ther
Ti3ftoff datatT titat car beLust1fi ed;. X more wsophi stlicated" analysi s,
sucfr as usinT weaitint ftactors rr the corraTatiorr among requirements. and
deqradattor modes,. wou.T& not be warranted. The ultimately limiting
consi deratloa i & the. facZ that specifiac events and instances often cannot be
accurataTy attributed. to specific modes of degradation_ Ift other words the.
distributions of event frequencies among failura modes are limited accuracy.
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4. U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Agency, ''NRC Report on the January 25, 1982
Steam Generator Tube Rupture at R. E. Ginna Nuclear Power Plant",
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5. A. E. Greene and A. J. Bourne, Reliability Technologv, 'Ailey
Interscience, 1972.

8. Personal conmunication, Enmett Murphy, NRC.
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3.0: COSr/8ENEPT ANALYSIS OF ACTIONS
PREVENTING STEAM GENERATOR EVENTS

Cast-beneftt anaTysis-,. as part of the. VatueaImpact Analysis, was
performed orr ttrat porti o of the vaTues- and: impacts: wh ctr can be reduced to
& streaur of do:ITar benefits. an& costs-, botir subsequently compared to: arrive
at: r eeasuwr cf net benefft- Et is not necessarl Ty a ru.te for mak ing a
decisionm. rather- it is- a systematic anaTysis. and- evaTuatiorr of aTternatives

and7 insights: provided by economics and derisior theory (Reference 8). The
approach is in accord. wlttr NRC Guidelines and NRC ATWS documents, as well as
the applied and theoretical Titerature (References 1,2,3,4,5,6,7).

3.1 GENERAL APPROACH

The analysis is simply a comparison of the present worth of a

stream of benefits through time with the present worth of a stream of czsts

through time. For a nuclear safety regulation which has uncertain future

benefits an expected valve. approach must be takenwhere the change in

probability (resulting from a safety action) of a future event (e.g. tube

rupture) is multiplied by the absolute value of the expected benefit, in

this case an avoided cost.

Mathematically,

N8 a 8 - C

where

Ng r Net Benefit
B a Expected Value of the Present Worth of Benefits

C - Present worth of Costs which are one time capital costs
or installation costs plus recurring operations and

maintenance costs.

hence
n

NB * a PW EV (Bi) - Ci
juj
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arn:

EYE (31i - P(.) - ,

where P is the change in- frequency- of ccctrrenca of
ax event due ta the ar-tiow

Since the benefit nmay occur- every year for the remalnri rng Ii f 'f
the tlant;. the time vaTue of money must be accounted for. Hence, the
present worth of these avoided costs must be calculated. %

Assuming a. mean- life of 6 years (Reference 9) at 3.77X discount
rate (utility cost of capital) t'eo present worth factors can be calculated
using the present worth formula:

PW a + r ) r

where i - discount rate

r a escalation rate

n - period of years

for avoided costs which will not escalate for 24 years

24

PW factor = 15.6

.0377

for avoided costs which will escalate for 24 years

.02 24
PW factor - 19.5

.0377

This approach is used throughout the analysis for the individual
actions where quantification of direct benefits and costs is possible.
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rndirect costs an& benefits: (e&g,. healtfr and- environment externalities) are.
not considered: inr economic terms but are considered elsewhere in this valve-
impact analysts;.

White a curgl n&T anaTysts of each- action- was preferred (see
Reference L and 3) extensIve- informatiorr was not available for incremental
evaluatlicr of the proposed: actions-. Often a parametric approach was used to-

estimate the change ir frequency of 'asr event- Consequently marginal analysis
was not considered appropriate due to data limitations.

For comparison of groups of alternative actions however, the
marginal approach was used. Generally the net benefits were ranked by size
and then evaluated in groups accordingly'to determine the most cost
effective groups of actions.

3.2 BENEFIT/COST' ASSUMPTIONS

3.2.1 General Assumptions

The following general assumptions are used throughout the
analysis. While all are straightforward, discussion of the discount rate
and replacement power cost is merited.

Choice of an appropriate discount rate is a perennial issue in

cost benefit analysis. Since Federal funds will not be used for the
imlementation of these regulations, the utility of capital is appropriate

for the discount rate.

Use of coal replacement power cost is assumed to be the first
choice due to the large and increasing percentage of coal plants in utility
generating mixes. This percentage is expected to increase with time. For

those cases where utilities have no choice but to use oil replacement power,

the avoided cost would be at least twice as much.
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Source

PTant LUft: 31 years
Discount Rate. 31.77 (rea;)
NucearF'uat Cost-- L0078/Kwh
Nuceaz- FueT Cast Escal ation- OX
Shaoihre3>Cb&1 ETectrtcityr V.Q25/kwif

prus I= OW, period: <£ weeks
LongTre CoaT ETecri city: S.025/KT
erl od: >4- weeks,, their S1/Kw/week

demand charge
Coal Electricity Escalation: 2.0t

Plant Size: 1000 MWe with 3 SG/plant
1982 dollars

EPRE TAG8Z
:,.

:SW

SAL Survey

EPRI TAG 82
E1A81, ORI 82

3.2.2 Soecific Assumotions-8enef its

3enefits are avoided costs of forced outages for leaks, for tube
rupture and for steam generator replacement. Avoided costs are defined as
net replacement power, fix costs including capital, labor, and related
engineering costs, as well as related Inspection/testing costs as
appropri ate.

Avoided Costs for Forced Outages for Leaks (ACFL)

ACFL: Fix Costs (FC)+Net Replacement Power (NRP)
+ Eddy Current Testing (ECT )

Length: 2-14 days
Fix Cost: Tube Plugging

3ased on data fron Westinghouse (Reference 11)
Tube plugging S1600/tube (materials & labor)
assume 1 tube requires plugging
work team mobilization is S27,000
team size is 9 technicians
average round trip air fare Q S200/man is Si3C0
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round trip. per di emr@ S75/day
Z days; for 9 mexr is S1350
14. day for - mer isv s$i5
Total Fix. Cost for Z days: $3CF,0O -

rTtat Fix Cost for- 4. days S38,000:
PW of Fir Costs for Z days: SS84:,025
Edyr Current TestinT. Cost 0- $15,000/day labor & material

for L4. days is $210,000
P% of Fix Costs for Eddy Current Testing = $7,364,000

Net Replacement Power Cost: Coal Electricity Cost (CEC) -

Nuclear Fuel Cost (NFC) based on general assumptions

Coal Electricity for 2 days at $660,000/day $1,320,000

for 14 days $9,240,000

Nuclear Fuel Cost f or

Total Net Replacement

PW of Net Replacement
PW of Net Replacement
PW ACFL for 2 days a
PW ACFL for 14 days a

2 days at S107,200/day or S374,400
for 14 days $2,620,800

Power Cost for 2 days S946,000
for 14 days $6,620,200

Power for 2 days u $19,900,000
Power for 14 days a S139,000,000

S20,500,000
S146,700,000

Since the probability (P) is less than 1 of a leak-caused forced
outage, the Expected Value (EY) of PW ACFL must be calculated for the base
case. Assuming the P is the same for every year for 24 years, the PW ACFL

is multiplied by P:
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EY (PMACFL) - P(PWACFL)

=-4 4-0 @ | NRP+ tL ( X FC or FCET|

N'F. S:. 4 C,4rem~ e*&L4~ rwcmlccw
__ !4 P4 St- .8 R

Forthe regulatlour case, it is desirabIa to know the change In P
as a result of the action, so the reduction of P of occurrence is used to
calculate EV(PWACFL).

Avoided Costs of Forced Outaces for Tube Ructure (ACFR)

ACFR: FC + NRP
Length: 30,60,90 days
Fix Cost: Repair rube Rupture
Repair cost based on GINNA experience of

10 man years of labor, with i man/years at S50,000/yr
and 5 man/years at $100,000/year (Section IV.1)

Total Fix Cost * SlS0,000
PWFC` a$11,700,000

NRP: use general assumptions
replacement coal power cost (CEC) for 30 days is S19,800,000
(energy charge only)

replacement nuclear fuel cost (NFC) for 30 days is S3600,C00

PW 30 day NRP cost is $298,000,000

60 day CEC is $39,300,000 + demand charge for 4.5 weeks or
34,500,000 for total of S45,000,000

60 ,NFC is S11,200,000
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as 60 day NRP cost Ir S68S,000,000

9X day CC:1s.$59,40,OML +- $8,500Q,000

9X day- NC is Ms tOW0;0a0
PWt 9s day MRP cost 1is SI,060,00

Using: PWV factors as before the. PW; of the total avoided costs for

forced. outages forn tube rupture are:

PWACFR for 30 days a $310,000,700
PWACFR for 60 days. $696,000,000
PWACFR for 90 days *S1070,000,000.

Since the probability is less than that of a tube rupture caused

forced outage the EY of PWACFR must be calculated for the base case. As

before, assuming P is the same for all 24 years yields:

EY(PWACFR) - P(PWACFR)
For the regulation case, it is desirable to know the change in

EY(PWACFR) as a result of the action, so the reduction of P of occurrence is
used to calculate EV(PWACFR).

Avoided Cost of a Forced Outage for Steam Generator Reolacement(ACMSGR)

ACFSGR: FC + SGR

length: FC occurs during refueling outage (1/year) and is on

critical path; SGR requires 270 days
FC: tube plugging

Cost was based on Westinghouse data developed earlier. For

reactors with severe problems 2.4% of total tubes plugged per year so for
1000 MWe unit with 9900 tubes In 3 steam generators, 238 tubes plugged/year.

For reactors with average problem .7% of total tubes plugged per year or

69/yr. Assuming SG have l10% of tubes required for 100% capacity operation
and derating occurs when more than 10% of tubes, are plugged; or alterna-

tively when less than 8910 remain unplugged.
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For- savere ptants using the Robinson case as anr example, whIcft are
no* nine cycles (years) altd,. Z4tubes are plugged/year assumIng no tube
plugging first two years.. Their deratin; occurs now. The rmain1ng tube.
pTugging cost is fronr ahove, and 3Z tubes/cycTe cair be plugged at 8S

tube/hr- rate s: two days at a t;me is used. The previously applied- fixed
cost now IncTudes Z31 = S16W/tube. w 317TC0,. for a Total cost of S34T,000.

For moderata base case- with plants with average lIf, at 5 years
of .7% tube plugging rate and same critical derating limit, the derating
occurs in cycle 16 now.

The fix cost now includes 69 x S1600/tube 2 S110,000

Total per year - S141,000
Using PW techniques as before the PW total cost for 24 cycles is

S2,200,000.

The average utility industry plant will undergo a derating in
cycle 16. Assuming a linear derating as tube plugging rate, .7% will be
derated per year progressively. At a 65% capacity factor this corresponds
to .46%/year progressive requirement for replacement power or a 6.4%
replacement power required by cycle 30. The cumulative present worth of
this power is $37,500,000.

These are for base case. The result of an action woul
conceivably reduce the tube plugging rate, thus delaying the critical limit
and derating.

SGR: Labor, Matarials, Engineering, Cost Support Contingencies
and AFOC, plus disposal/storige of old SG.
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Estlmated Sr fnstlatli off (3 Ss per lOO. or We unit) cost is
* SIO00,000,0.:- This ts assuved to.be the current S: MWe.repilacement.cost
based. ot actuat experience. of replacingyat Surry I and. 2 althought the
proposed cost was, Tower.. The average of the proposed. csts. escal ated. tOr

Xanuarr 198Z dalTars for- replacement of l SG: per urr t at Surry L and Z as

welT as Thrkey Polnt 3 and 4. war. S6E6 mil 1tar (References. 9 & 10).

Usfng P* tectrirques as before, for the severe plant problem-,

assming: replacement of new SG'sR w cycle 18 or 9 years from- now the, PWSGR
Sn71,70,00(r.

Disposal cost is SO,ooo,OOO. PW of Disposal Cost is S I

Since SGR requires a forced outage, net replacement power cost incurred.

Assume SGR is done coincident with refueling outage so net total time Is 39

weeks - 7 week (refueling outage average time) or 32 weeks. The energy

charge is 224 days x S660,000 * $148,000,000 and demand charge is 32 weeks x

S1/KW/wk a S32,000,000. The nuclear fuel not used is S42,000,000. Using PW

techniques as before for the cycle 18 month replacement (severe problem) NRP
cost * $135,450,000

The PW of this replacement power is $97,800,000.

The total ACSGR is S176,000,000.

*This approach is simplified here. Appropriate utility capital investment

analysis requires consideration of the levelized capital charges per year.

For example, if the SG replacement occurred with 15 years of plant life

remaining a real fixed charge rate of .105 would require comparison of only

$10.5 million of annual capital not $100 million. That value would In turn

have to be considered and PW terms from our vantage point here.
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C.a RADIATION EXPOSURES

Tis0 section presents the baseline data-zsed to evaluate. the.
rswAatiosr exposures associated: witfr the activities. within- each proposed
requirement.

C.L MAIN- ISSUES

The- main radiation exposure issues which should be addressed for

eac& SGTR value-impact analysis are the effects of requirement implementation
on:

o Total occupational radiation exposures (increase or decrease)

o Total-radioactivity released to air
o Total radioactivity released to water

o Total radioactivity content of resultant solid waste

The general methods for assessing each of the above, as well as the

data needed to support .these assessments, are presented below.

Occupational Exposures

In order to. estimate the occupational exposure impacts of the
proposed requirements, certain data are required concerning the increased (or
decreased) amount of time spent by personnel in radiation fields, as well as

information regarding the Intensity of these fields. Although the roentgen
(R) and the rem are not equivalent units, total body exposures are estimated

simply by multiplying the amount of additional personnel time (personnel-
hours) required for implementation by the expected exposure rate (R/hr) in the

area. Much of the needed exposure rate data for various locations on and

around steam generators has been compiled. What was needed was estimates of

the total amount of labor time (in person-hours) associated with each
requirement, and the specific locations in, on, or around the SG in which the

labor must be performed. When possible, the source locations were referenced

to those Identified In Figure I11.4-1 for source locations in the SG and

Table III.4-1 provides exposure rate data for these source locations.
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1.
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WATER LEVU

U1 14)

|l TUBESi I
19 1 _ I .16

19..
\ COL I HO /

232

GENRAJAREA PARTITION PLATE

w24

Figure 111.4-1 Source Locations in Steam Generator*

Nota: Points in parentheses are located 180
opposite those shown. Steam generator
water level is at zero in the primary and
at -47: in the secondary side.

* MUREG/CR-1595
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hte- rtr.4-t Exposure Rates in- Steam. Generatqrs by Locatlon*

Measurement Paint(a) Exposure Rate, RI tr Locatio0n

L O.O& Manway

2? 0.2
3 0.2 Waist-hign in center of and
4. 0.2 next to perforated plates

5 (b)

6 0.5 0.3 m above deck plate
7 (b)

8 1 Feedwater ring
9 2

10 2
11 (b)

12 3.5
13 10.5 Flow resistance plate
14 10.5
is (b)

16 10 Hand hole
17 10

18 30 Tubesheet
19 37

20 22 Hot leg

21 30 Cold leg

22 S8 Manway
23 22

24 1.2 Work platform

(a) See Figure III.4-1 for location of measurement points.
(b) No measurement taken.

* NUREG/CR-1596
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radioactivity Released to- Air

The prinary sources of ai rbornerl eases art froar the cutti ng. of
reactm- cooTant Pip1ngq or other systear pipig. In gder to assess the amount
of acttv try releas;ed amd. estimate is needed. of the area. o material vaporized.
by the ct. TItis w tiT theri be multiptied by contamtinattorr levels typical of
the pgfnM (ei.b,.8Ou:f/cmZ for- rinrary pAi1 ng; ta-3 uCi /cmZ for secondary
side piping), *itr credttt taker for HSPA fiTtratiot of the effluent.

radloactivity Released tr Water

The primary sources of watarborne radioactive effluents are the
releasa of reactor primary coolant and the discharge of contaminated laundry
wastewater. If the reactor cooTant system must be drained and discharged, a
total reTeased of 190 curies, consisting almost entirely of tritium, should be
assumed. Data on laundry wastewater discharges are sketchy and variable.
About 0.5 Ci were released in laundry wastewater during the SG replacement
activities at Surry.

Containment Solid Waste

These wastes consist of materials such as contaminated insulation,
structural materials, components not intended for reuse, solidified
decontamination solutions, paper waste, and disposal protective clothing. It

should also be noted that these data are also required to assess cost impacts
of plan implementation.

ALARA Consideration

Many of the doses resulting from specific SG activities have the
potential to be lowered considerably by the implementation of ALARA
considerations. Data on such reductions are sketchy, but are discussed t'f
available.

4.2 ACTIVITY DOSES

Several of the requirements investigate value-impacts of activities
which are common to many of the requirements. The dose for each activity is
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described: inr more detaiT *ithfn eac& requirementK{Sectiorr V), but the overall
general approach and data. is presented below-. Also, the approach to assessing-
the per unit avoided dose is described2

4-.L trndivtdutl Activities;

The in.i'vidu-Ta commoir activitfes. of concern are: S& rsr, tube
p:Tuggjng-,. S&Mt repa.fr and SE repTacement. The occupationa.l doses are
described: for these activities.-

SG ISI

The total radiation exposure due to SG ISI has been documented to be

between S and 20 man-rem per SG (NUREG/CR-1490). However, this SI is
associated with hot-leg side set-up only, and a cold-leg side set-up would
double this exposure. The percentage of tubes inspected in the SG changes the

exposure dose at about 2x10- 3 man-rem per tube inspected (NUREG/CR-1490, pp.

25.26). The exposure is associated with the equipment set-up and removal,
according to NRC draft regulatory guide estimates, is 4.95 man-rem for this

Job (see NUREG/CR-149Q, p.. 26).

Tube Pluaging

Tube plugging is 95% explosive plug oriented. Explosive plugging
takes from 20 seconds to 2 minutes (NUREG/CR-1490, p. 22) in a 10-60 R/hr

environment, yielding a nominal 1 man-rem per plug value.

SGTR Repair

The dose for SGTR repair has been estimated to range from 10 to 100

man-rems (NUREG-U8SS) for moderate repairs, such as tube plugging, pulling or
weld repairs.. The tube ruptures experienced to date have involved inspection

and repair including eddy current testing, sludge lancing, tube plugging, and
tube pulling, and the associated dose has been estimated at 100 man-rems per
outage. However, recent experiences with SG repairs would indicate that a
major leak repair can involve a 150 mman-rem exposure if all the personnel
involved are accounted for. The SGTR repairs have caused total doses of
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approximataTy 350 aran-rema per event wherw QPX and tasting exposure are included
as part af the event.

Sa ReoTacenent

The repTacament of a Sl; has beew estimated (NURES/CR-1595) to have a.
occupattonaT exposure of betweerr 8COt and; Z1r man-rems. Experience with three
uitTltfes showed; that the dose per SE is approximately 70W man-rams (NUREG-
06cz. 088,^ and /CZ-lS95)_

4.Z.Z Avoided Ooses

The avoided occupational doses will be calculated by determining

what the avoided frequency of an event (activity) is for a requirement. This

avoided event frequency will then be multiplied by the number of reactor

years; this produce is then multiplied by the dose exposure per event to get
the avoided dose.

For example, If the avoided event frequency is 0.015 SUTRs/reactor-

year and the average unit has 25 reactor years of remaining life, then 0.36

SGTR events will be avoided by the average plant. Since a SGTR repair invol-

ves a dose of 350 man-rem, then the avoided dose is 126 man-rem per operating

unit. Each of the value-impact assessments for the proposed requirements used

this approach to determining the avoided or additional occupational radiation

dose.
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EX PUBLIC RISK FROM ACIDENTS INITIATED
8Yr STEAM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURES.

A; risk assessmentwas performed t. estimate the conditironaT
prbabatTities of accidents, giverr a steaur generator- tube rupture. as
nftfutoitr. Expected: ppoulatlorr dases were taso; estimated. The
probaltities wee tTso used to estimate expected: values of accident cleanup
costs._

Ar rupture is defined tor be an- event with primary-to-secondary leak
rate exceeding the makeup- capacity of the charging pumps at full system

* pressure. Shutdowns for smaller leaks are assumed to follow normal
procedures and not to contribute significantly to accidental release
sequence probabilities.

All of the results needed for other aspects of the value-impact
assessment are presented in Table 111.5-1. The probabilities shown are
conditional upon theoccurrence of a tube rupture. For reference, the
frequency of tube ruptures is of the order of 10-2 per year. Further
details on frequencies were provided in Section 111.2.

The populatiorr dose Information resulted form internal studies
done at NRC relating to WASH-1400 release categories (References 1 and 2).
The risk assessment dealt with four release types: (1) a core melt
following SGTR which is similar to WASH-1400 category 4, (2) a core melt
following a PORY LOCA which is similar to WASH-1400 category 5, (3) a major
release without core melt which is modeled by one tenth of WASH-1400
category 7, and (4) a minor release without core melt which is modeled by
1/100 of iASH-1400 category 7.

The dominant accident sequences leading to core melt following an
SGTR are: (1) a loss of offsite power and failure of both diesels to start,
i.e., total power loss, and (2) failure of the auxiliary feedwater system.
The dominant sequences for the core melt.following PORV LOCA are (1) a PORV
LOCA resulting from operator pressure reduction with operator failure to
respond to the larger LOCA, and (2) a PORY LOCA with a failure to align the
RHR system for recirculation.
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habte tIMS-L Baseilne Probabilities Poputation Eiposure. and

CTeanum Cost fcor S&TR - tnitiatad. Accidents.*

Accldwm Proabi Itr
Category 6enVS 61

Chnd_ Pm. Expecte PI

xpasw- Eposurt
givew Release Sivem ST

C4d.. A=.
Claeww Casr

liven Release

xpeCta" A=c.
Clea. Czst
Sivit SMh

F

Minor Release 4.1 E-2 231

2302

0.3

0.2

s10,'00 s410

Extended
Puff lalease

8.2 £-4

Cre Melt

Core Melt
following
PMI LOA

1.5 £4
(0.S E-1 with
Fad & 5700

Capability)

2.1 £-T

2.7 E£6

1.0 EI+4

40.5

0.2

S3,CO.000.w0 S4smo

$630

(1) 1/10 of lASN-4140 A Category 7

(2) 11.0 d AS-1400 PW Category 7

(3) MASN-1400 P Catgor 4

(4) vASH-1400 M Categy s

* Population esposure for AS)4.140 release
caterwis frm efweretm 2.
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The- dominant sequence for- the major reTease category is a

secondary LOCA duerto reTef vaTve fatilurm or-pipe rupture after overfi 11

and. a- faiTure to reduce- primary pressure rapitdly

The domi rrant sequences: for the mi nor rel ease category are: (L)
* seindary- rel tefl vaTve- usagee orn the damaged steaur generator 1 oop and a

*- ftffuret reduce Friarr pressure rapid(ly , and. (2) a. secondary LOCA wi th-

contfnu#ed feedwater- input ta the damaged: steaur generator looa.

Note that a secondary LOCA release is diluted if feedwater to the

damaged steam generator is permitted.

* The study used an adaptation of a network analysis similar to a

Markov model to formulate a logic structure for the evaluation and to

delineate possible accident sequences. The study did not use event trees.

A data base formulated from WASH-1400 (Reference 1) and IRE? studies

(Reference 3) provided Information used to determine probabilities

associated with network branches. The results are intended to be generic
for the purposes of the value-impact assessment, but were obtained for a PWR

system similar to the Sequoyah NucTear Plant. Because of the short schedule

and Timited resources for this aspect of the study, no sensitivity studies

or- uncertainty analyses were performed, even though important conclusions
were drawn from the results. Nevertheless, the study, which is described in

Appendix B, was quite-extensive and performed to a considerable level of

detail. It may be of interest to the Probabilistic Risk Assessment

community at large not only for its results but for its novel approach and

the detail to which it modeled operator involvement in the progression of

accidents.
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SECMIONX LV: VALUE-IWPACr ASSESSMENTS

Ther vaule-impact CV-4) assessment for eactr of the tweTve

requi rements: is presented: i r thi s. secttorn as wstand-ai one" sub secti ons.

WM-Te each requirement utilizes the baseTine dat& described; im Sectffon rtr,.

th fndivlduat subsectsorr discusses and presents the following informatiorr

for eacir proposed requirement

o. Statement of the NRC requirement and its bases;

o Description and analysis of data related to probability changes,

costs, and radiation exposures; and

o. Discussion of public risk reduction, implementation plans, and

alternatives to the subject requirement.

The requirements were grouped into three types of actions,

according to how they were perceived to affect SGTR. The first group,

preventative requirements, would reduce the probability of experiencing

SGTR. Included in this group are the following requirements (numbered as

they are. presented in this section):

1. Prevention and Detection of Loose Parts

Z. Steam Generator- Inservice Inspection Program

3. Improved Eddy Current Techniques

4. Upper Inspection Ports

S. Secondary Water Chemistry Program

6. Condenser Inservice Inspection Program

7. Stabilization and Monitoring of Degraded Tubes.

The second group consists of two requirements dealing with limits

on operating parameters. These are:

8. Primary to Secondary Leakage

9. Coolant Iodine Activity.
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The third group of requirements are intended to, nltigate or avoid. -:

adverse S&T consequences These three requi rements are:

L Reactor Coolant System Pressure!
M. Ssaftar rajectl ai Signal Reset
ID. Cntainment: Is lati oar and, Reset,

IV-2



- Y VALUE-IMPACTANALYSIS FOR OPRENON ANO DETECTION OF LOOS -.

PARTS: AND FOREIGN 05JECTS7 IN STEM GENERATORS- REQUIREENT'

teL SUW1ARr

Tis settion! describes: the proposedL requirement and. the; bases for

I't seTectfonr and summarizes the result of the value-impact anaTysis_

Ilt.L Oescription

This analysis addresses the requirement proposed by NRC (1) to

prevent the introduction of loose parts and foreign objects into steam

generators or to detect the presence of them on the secondary side of steam

generators. The NRC recommendation would require three actions. They are:

1. Steam generators shall be inspected with an appropriate optical

device'on the entire periphery of the secondary side including the

tube lane for purposes of identifying loose parts, foreign objects

on the tubesheet and peripheral tube outside damage just above the

tubesheet. For PWR OL applicants, such inspections shall be part

of; the preservice Inspection. Licensees shall perform inspections

(a.) at the next planned outage for eddy current testing of steam

generator tubes, and thereafter, (b) after any secondary side

modification or repairs to steam generator internals, and (c) when

flaw indications are found in the free span portion of peripheral

tubes unless it has been reasonably established that the indica-

tions did not result from damage by a loose part or foreign

objects. The Inspections in (a) above are to be performed until a

LPMS as described in action 3. below is implemented.

2. Quality assurance procedures for steam generator primary and

secondary side operations and maintenance, repairs, and inspection

operations shall be reviewed and revised as necessary to ensure

that an effective system exists to preclude introduction of

foreign objects into either the primary or secondary side of the

steam generator. This effort should apply to licensee quality
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assur-ance/qual i ty control procedures whey major components ar-
opened: and shout& incTude- detaiTed. accountab-i 1 ity procedure for
aCl foreign- objects entering- the steanr generator as well as for
alT components and parts removed from- the. I nterdal s of the. steaw
generator._

.. ATT pressur-i e¢i ater- reactors shall have Installed and
operattonT a: Toose part montitoring- systea (LPMS). The. system
shafT be capable of monitoring ther steanr generator secondary side,
as welT as the primary side,. and shall conform- to Regulatory Guide
1.133. Sufficient sensors shall be provided in acoustically

coupled regions; of the steam generator to ensure adequate LPMS
sensitivity for detection of loose parts in the secondary side and

the primary channel head.

1.1.2 Need for Action

Operating experience shows that the use of existing procedures
has resulted in a number of objects being inadvertently left in both the

primary and secondary side of steam generators at nuclear power plants

(examples of recent events are in references 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6). Loose parts

and foreign objects left inside steam generators were identified as the

cause of the tube rupture events at Prairie Island and Glnna (3, 4, 7),

which resulted in forced outages. Furthermore, many of the recent inspec-

tions have found a variety of foreign objects in the secondary side of steam
generators (5, 6). The recommendation of secondary side peripheral visual

inspection is also needed to ensure that degraded conditions as caused by
loose parts on the outer diameter of peripheral tubes are identified.

An effective inspection and/or QA program could have detected or
prevented many of these objects from being left In the system. An effective
LPMS could have detected many of the objects left in the systems as well is
those parts that became loose during operations.

1.1.3 Summary of Values and Impacts

The values and impacts of implementation of various combination of

reccommendations were calculated. Results are summarized in Table 1.0.
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Table 1-0. Summary of CumlalltYe Valises and Impacts for petectIlq

or Prevention of Loose P4rts in A PWR4

Impacts Values (\

- . Y
pxpected Value

of Avoided

fxposure Forced Osta4q

Man-Rem cost Mllnlond
Exposure
U-aDr~

Cost
4111inn t

pelt lovim~$; H111
- _Z

*_4 rwan-ncia n W | vw v

Secondary IS1 + QA

Secondary ISI + QA t LPMSb

Secondary ISI t QA + LPMSC

275-675

175-470

175-470

0.2

.7-1.0

87-165

94-180

94-180

42.7
U.

3.0

3.0

It . . .

a. Assumes a PWR with 3 steam generators with a remaining plant life of 24 years.

b. Assumes LPMS Installation Is required.

c. Assumes an existing LPMS can be used.

d. Cost assumes a 30 day outage to repair tube rupture; see text for 60 and 90 day o4iag ;
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The mar-rea- impacts are conservatively estimated and are doinnated-
by the QA dose comm.itment& A range of 37T ta 75 man-rem! is the. estimate
of the: upper boun& for QA, whereas, a rangq of 75-150 may be closer to. the
average. If thI s Is the case_,. their the man-rear impact iscomparable.- to. the
expectedL value of the avoided: man-re-v exposure

Eaclrfthecombhitations has anet cost reductiont. The net cost

savings are approxziwatal equivalent to the current cost of one week's
forced outage.

L.2 APPROACH

1.2.1 Objective

The objective of the analysis is to estimate the Impacts and

values of implementing the recommendations. Where possible the direct costs

and occupational exposure doses related to implementation are estimated.

Additionally, a measure, either qualitative or quantitive, of the change in
risks to the public is addressed. The other values to be gained from the

implementation of the recommendations such as avoided forced outage costs

are estimated. Intangible or hard-to-quantity values, such as the possibi-

lity for avoided occupational exposure, are addressed only qualitatively.

1.2.2 Scope

The scope of the analysis is limited to activities associated with

steam generators and the incremental benefits and costs of implementing tne

requirements.

1.3 DATA AND RESULTS OF DATA ANALYSIS

1.3.1 Industry

The value and impacts associated with the nuclear industry are

related to the thres factors identified below:
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e: the change frr frequency of an event;
W. the costs: of imptementation and avoided costs from- prevention of

the event; and -,

mo radioTlgicaT exposure,. that due to fmptementati on- and that

ava1ded:.

Avoided: exposures ant costs were caTcuTated as: the difference- between the-

expected: value before and after the lmpTementatiort of the- recommendations-

For example, the avoided occupational radiological exposure for one year is

expressed mathematically as:

annual avoided exposure a change in annual event rate x exposure

associated with the event.

The plant lifetime avoided exposure is computed by summing the annual

avoided exposures over the remaining life of the particular plant. In a

similar manner the avoided costs are calculated using thepresent value of

the event costs in the future years or:

remaining life
avoided cost a change in annual event rate x (event cost)1

wthere (event cost)j a present value of the event cost in year "i".

The following discussion is structured to present the baseline situation in

order to give an overall view of the elements of costs and radiological

exposures After this overview, specifics in terms of the change in fre-

quency, the costs and exposure are presented.

Inspection of the UpOer Side of Tube Sheet

Implementation of this recommendation requires an inspection at

the next time of ECT. The major requirement is labor, but in addition a

mini-TV camera system or other appropriate optical device is needed for

inspecting the outer periphery above the tube sheet.
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t ti reported that SG& have ports installed for hand acce that-

can bet used tz tr fnspect this r~gi'io (9). For those Sas without these'

access ports, inspections could; probably be& performed. fro* another port but

witfr addtttonal difficulty accompanied by greateriabcr cost and, perhaps,

greater occupataonal exposure.

The inspectio: tTT be performedL im conjunction- with- ECT, there-

fbrea the effort required ta access the arnr way access port shoult be small.

rf sTudge removal' 1s perfarned: &Tng w*ittr ECTr their there is. na access

effort. It is estinfatae- that an- Inspection would. require one day for a

steac generator w*ittt a crew- of 3 - 4 persons (10). Equipment required to

perfrm' inspection Is a mini-TV camera, or appropriate device to perform the

visual inspection. Such equipment is presently being used in the industry

(10) .

The occupational exposure for a single inspection of one steam

generator would be comparable to the dose associated with a sludge lancing

procedure. The doses reported to MRC are not identified by specific tasks;

however, estimates of exposure due to S6 inspection and maintenance are

given for some specific plants (11). Doses are typically less than 100 man-

rem with the average being 76 man-rem. The range Is from 10 to 350 man-rem.

Dose data are provided principally by ECT operations. Comparing the

activities required for inspecting the top of the tube sheet with present

inspection and maintenance activities provides an estimate of the exposure

for this type of Inspection of one SG in the range of 5 to 10 man-rem.

The value of the recommendation would be the detection of 12 tube

damage due to loose parts or foreign objects or 2) loose parts or foreign

objects themselves. Appropriate action (eg., ECT, plugging, removal) would

be taken. Such action could prevent a future forced outage due to tube

rupture, leakage or degradation with accompanying impacts.

QA Procedure Review and Uocrade

The implementation of this recommendation entails review of exist-

ing procedures; assessment of the adequacy of these procedures to praclude

the inadvertent introduction of loose parts/foreign objects into SG during
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ka--fntenance,. repairs. or Inspection, and. if necessary, upgrading: the.-

procedures..-

The imt act of lmp.lementati c counld. Be as, Uttl e as a; few- hours,

for- mview and: documentati oir of the reviewj,. ta &a major effort: to: deveTop. a,

QA pugraur for-SE maintenance,, repar- and. revie*- It is estimated that

apiruxfuttett tra=ar Zwths arm requi red: if the QA/QC procedures: requi re

upgradi' nr

For any procedure upgrade, it Is expected that the operational

impacts would be: 1) an increase in the labor required to perform mainte-

nance- (e.g. due to qCholds for inspections), and 2) an increase in occupa-

tional exposure. The arount of the increase depends upon the particular

tasks being performed. Based upon the description of the QC changes at the

Ginna facility (7) and discussions with personnel familiar with the QC

changes at Zion (12) after discovery of loose parts, it is estimated that

the labor required for a given maintenance task may increase between 10 and

20 percent. Most of this increase is for additional QC inspection. The

increase in occupatfonal exposure should not increase as much as the labor

because the additional labor time would be spent, on- the average, in a lower

radiation exposure area_. t is estimated that a dose increase of 5 to 10X

would result. The average exposure for inspection, maintenance and repair

fronr table 6 of reference (U) is 146 man-rem;. thus Increased occupational

exposure for QA Is estimated to be 5 to 15 man-rem per reactor per year on

the average.

The value of the QA/QC procedure review is the assurance it gives

when activities are performed that foreign objects are not introduced into

the SG. The same benefits mentioned above would apply to an improved QA

program.

LPMS Installation

This recommendation requires the installation operation and/or use

of an LPMS system. A LPMS channel consists of detector (an accelerometer),

preamplifier, and signal processing unit(s). The signal processing units

are outside containment. The signal processing units can be as simple as an

amplifier and alarm circuit or as sophisticated as a micro-processor based
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etectronfc modules withf very involved: detecttow logic.. Some units incor-
porate fal'se aarn- signal rejectionr logic, others- may include real time
background. noise measurement and: awr al arm.-signal based- on the difference
between- tstal and background: measurement. _

PTaatscurrentt usingi; aLMS Snay only need anything: to verify
the capabTft M t detect: sfgnT=a on: the secondaryt side of the S6 ii order
tm comnrTr w*itir the proposeds requirements. Some pTants: may need ta install

one ts three additional channels specifically on- or near the secondary side
af the SG. A, utility need-ing better diagnostics in order to assess the
safety implications of a. detected loose part may want four detectors so the
location and size of the objects can be better characterized.

The cost of a LPMS consists of that of materials and installation.
rn 1978-1979 the material costs estimate for a installed system ranged from

S40,000 to $150,000 (13). Physical Acoustics Corporation stated a price for
the electronics of about S2,500 and up per channel(14). Recently, in retro-
fit of two channels/SG (4 S& total) on an almost new Westinghouse plant, the

costs were estimated at S171,O0 for materials and $140,000 for installation

(15). There is an ongoing NRC review of the worth of requiring the backfit-
ting and/or upgrading of existing LPMSs on both the primary side and secon-

dary side of steam generators (8).In July 1982, the NRC (3) stated that a

complete systez in retrofit mode for the primary and secondary side would

cost $300,000, including calibration and training. Assuming four

detectors/SG and two on the reactor vessel, the cost per channel would be

about S25,000 - 30,000.

Initial calibration takes about two man months for affectlie

systems (13). O&M requires about one man hour/day (13). Considering the

larger plants (i.e., 4 steam generator loops/reactor) this probably should

be escalated to about 1/4 - 1/2 man year/year for 0&M for both a primary and
secondary system. One-eighth of a man year is estimated to be attributed to
QOW on the secondary side.

In the event that a LMS alarms, an assessment must be performed.
During the restart of Ginna, a Westinghouse team spent about 1-1/2 - 2 weeks
analyzing the signals from the newly installed LPMS (16). Another example

is North Anna Unit I where in February 1980, and again in May 1982 West-



Inghouse; LP?4S: teams spent: time. on- site to analyze LPMS signals.. Z1gTer- (15 -

estlffates the atarm assessment cost to be about S20,000 for & simple event

and SVY,000: and. up. for morem comFTex events

Occupatfona' exposure for instaTTngq LPMS7 before Ginn&- Restart. is

;L5 mar-re= (l.)_ Another SS owner- quoted an, occupatioanal exposure of Lt

man-rent- to instatt a LPMS as a. retrofit at the request of ACRS (8).

LS.L.L Assessment- of the Change in- Frequency

For- the. base tine case, the observed SG tube rupture rate due to

loose parts is 0.011 per reactor year for plants with Westinghouse SGs.

The data base is very limited in that only 2 events have occurred. In

retrospect, had the three proposed requirements been in place, for one of

the events (Prairie Island) either the inspection after maintenance of the

QA accountability requirements would have detected the cause of the failure

and for the other event (GInna) either of the three requirements, alone or

in various combinations,. would have detected the objects before the event.

Based upon this hindsight and the performance levels that are easily

attainable by the three proposed requirements one would conclude that the

probability of detection and prevention of future similar events is between

0.95g and I.

Another concern is the presence of foreign objects that may be in

steam generators. The one time inspection of the tube sheet, the

peripheral tubes and flow lanes appears to be quite effective in detecting

the foreign objects.

The three proposed requirements are not independent, especially

the QA and inspection after maintenance. This conclusion is based on the

belief that an effective QA program would include inspection. The LPMS and

initial inspection are also not strictly independent as the calibration

procedures for an LPMS includes measurement of background noise levels. An

effective procedure should assure that the background noises are not due to

foreign objects. Because of the lack of independence the estimates of the

reduction in frequency should be carefully considered.
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The approadr was first tor consider the combination of the qA and--
inspection- requ.1rements', then- the effect an LPMS woul4 have orr th& residual
frequency. Note thaat as the requl rements are stated, the I nspecti orr I s
requi red prior to LPMS, therefore art estimata of the redutioff of the resi-
dual fruquency- afteri4 and: inspection- requirements was developed..

An- ideat tnspectlatr an¢ qX programs would detect all loose parts
anct faregir objects oair the tube sheet or generated during maintenane The
inspectiorr programr wouTd: alsor detect any internally generated loose part if
it caused. damage tor the free span of a. peripheral tube, and if the tube were
ins-pected, and if the results were properly interpreted. Since l1l parts
causing SGTR have been left after ataintenance and were found on the tube
sheet, It is estimated that the detection probability of QA and inspection
for parts capable of damage is at least 90 percent. Thus the change in
frequency is a reduction due to the detection of loose parts by 0.9, or
0.0099 total per year. The residual frequency is 0.0011 per year.

The LPMS has the opportunity to detect internally generated loose
parts and loose parts and foreign objects not detected by the QA and inspec-
tion requirements. The detection sensitivity of an LPMS Is set to detect a
1/4 to 30 pound object impacting with 0.5 ft-lb of kinetic energy within 3
feet of the detector. The detection ability dces not drop abruptly to zero
for smaller parts or parts impacting with less energy. Thus, considering
the characteristics of loose parts that could cause SGTR or leaks in a
relatively short time, a reduction probability of at least 70% is estimated.
The change in the residual frequency is from 0.0011 to 0.00033 or a change
of 0.00077.

1.3.1.2 Radiological Impacts and Values

The occupational dose estimates for performing the ISt for loose
parts, upgrading qA, and Installation of LPMS were addressed above. These
are summarized below.
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Activity Estimate of Occuuational Dose,

Requirement L Inspection 5-l0Cman-remjinspeotion of one SG

Requirement Z QA/Q= 5-1S man-rem7reactor year

Requirement ; 3: L)4 Io-iS: man-rem to install system/reactor

Thspectfon-r a one SB-lrefiuTing: 1s assumed- therefore,. for the average p.lant

fir three refueTings: SIT the SGs would: be Inspected, incurring a. cumulative

occupationaT exposure- of IS-3Q man-reat. The frequency of modification to

secondary side internals and the frequency of detection of flaws in the free

span- portioim of peripheral tubes are not as great as that of the tubesheet

area. For purposes of calculating occupation dose it is assumed that SGs

require modifIcation once every five years, on the average. In the event

that a LPMS is not installed, the inspection would be performed periodically

over the life of the reactor. Assuming 1.2 SG/yr. are inspected and there

are 25 years remaining life, the cumulative occupational exposure is esti-

mated to be at least 150-300 man-rem. If an LPMS is installed then the

Inspection dose is estimated to be between 40 and 80 man-rem.

In addition to the occupational dose resulting from the implemen-

tatilon of the requirements, there is a. likelihood of avoided dose. The

avoided dose is the dose that would be received if a SG had to be repaired.

The occupational dose associated with repair of the Ginna SG was approxi-

mately 350 man-rem (16). The occupational dpse for SG replacement is about

an order of magnitude larger (17, 18). The expected value of the avoided

dose is estimated by using the 350 man-rem value times the change in fre-

quency of tube rupture, f per year that results from the implementation

summed over the remaining years of operation (25 years are assumed). Thus

the avoided dose estimate is &f x 350 x 25 or,&f x 8750. In the baseline

case, the frequency is 0.011 per year (19) and the change in frequencies are

0.0099 and 0.00077 for QA plus inspection and for LPMS, respectively.

Estimates of the avoided occupational exposures are 87 and 7 man-rem,

respectively.

The calculations for the avoided dose above assumes only repair of

SQ following tube rupture. The dose would be larger by about an order

magnitude if each SGTR required SG replacement. Avoided doses were also

calculated assuming that 10% of SGTR events requires SQ replacement and the
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doses are 156 and.m3 man-remr for QA ;tus inspection and for LPMS, respec--
tivety. The occupaticor exposures and. the avoided. dose estimates are
summarized: It he fllowlnq table.

OccupatlonaT Dose Impacts and Values. -

fbr aTypical PWR Plant izrr.an-Res

rmpact met Value
Acttolr ose to Implement Avoided Dose

rsr 40-M0c
Q 125-375 87-165a
LPMS 10-15 7-13b

TOTAL 175470 94-173

a. Assumes that 10% of SGTR events requires SG replacement.

b. Assumes rupture requires no SG replacement.

c. Assumes LPMS installed; if no LPMS is installed the dose
is 150 to 300 man-rem and total would be 275-675 man-ren.

1.3.1.3 3enefit/Cost Analysis

Benefit/cost analyses were conducted for ISI and QA; for OS, QA
and LPMS (assuming a new system would be installed); and for ISt, QA ana an

existing LPMS system. Benefits were defined as: avoided replacement power

cost (ARP) less avoided fuel costs (AFC) plus avoided repair cost (ARC).

The costs were calculated for implementation of ISI, QA, and LPMS: the

benefits and costs were calculated for a 24-year remaining life of a plant.
The cost of capital was assumed to be 3.77v and the cost of replacement
power was assumed to be derived from coal which is escalating at 2% per
annum.

The annual ISI cost Is estimated as S1,920. This assumes 1.2 SG

inspections per year; one SG a year is subject to ECT and once every 5 years
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adafittona.l maintenance Is performed. The cost for &- mini-TV camera, systeqs

QA; cost5; are estimated. ta be a; 10%, increaset-iw the inspection and

maintenance costs:. Using, datzc fromw NURES/CR-1490 ttris isi estimated to be

aprxiat&teby 20CLhrsiyr. or- .L man year/yr_. Thus, QA cost is S1,500/yr

assumi n; that the QC personnel Toaded. saary 1s $75,000: per year.

The cnst of InstallIng, a. LPMS systefir on the secondary side is

estimated to cost$20,000 (includes. materials, installation, calibration

and training). One-eighth- of a man year is estimated as the O&M cost, or,

S9,375. Special alarm resolution. costs ae estimated to be S35,000 per

occurrence with a frequency of 0.33 to 1 per year.

The avoided replacement power cost is estimated to be 25 mils/Kwh

plus .10% add on. The forced outage Is assumed to be 30 days, as was the

case with Ginna and Prairie Island events. Thus a ARP cost is estimated to

be S19.8M or $660,000/day. The AFC is estimated to be S.0078/Kwh or S5.6M

for a 30 day outage.

The ARC is estimated to be $750,000. This assumes 10 man years of

labor are expended to repair the SG with 5 man years at SSO,000/yr. and 5 at

$100,000/yr. This estimate is based on the size of repair crews at Ginna,

the down time, and estimates for indirect support personnel. Estimates of

actual man years could not be obtained.

To compute the net benefit of ISI and QA, the 25 year costs and

the. benefits were computed. The 25 year costs are approximately S29K

(camera) plus S121K (QA labor) plus $31K (ISI labor) or a total cost of

$181,000. The discounted value of benefits are S276M, S66OM, and S1.016B

for outage durations of 30, 60 and 90 days, respectively. The expected

value of the benefit is the estimated reduction in frequency (0.0099) times

benefits, or: $2.74M, $6.56M and S10M for assumed outages of 30, 60 and 90

days, respectively.

The net benefit of ISI, QA and LPMS, were computed from the 25-

year costs and benefits. The benefits are the same; only the expected

value of the benefit changes. A reduction in frequency of 0.01067 for an
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expected benefit of $3..OM, S7.LMz, S10.3M for outages of 30, 60 and 90 days-,.--
respectively are' computet. The same 25 year QA cost (sn1x() would be incur-
red but the StS cost would. be only $9K (becuse nor recurrinq annual inspec-
tiowr wou.T: be required. and: onrly after maintenance), The 25 year LPMS costs
are S2C tnstilTatlow,. pTus SISSK (Tabor) ;plus 5137K tr IS2M (for speciaT
alars lnvestlgatfon) or a totaT of S;42K tar 5917 The' net benefit of ISr,.
QS,. and LMS tS: Is -ZL W

r. the event that ar LPMS i s already i nstal l ed, then the cost of
anr LPMS. wouTd. be reduced as: uch as SZOO,O00, in which case the net benefit
would increase accordingly.

1.3.2 Public Risk

The change in risk to the public is calculated using the three

accident consequences discussed in Section II1.5. They are core melt, major
and minor radiation release. The annual risk to the public is given as:

Risk a (cost or dose/event) x (probability of the accident given a
tube rupture) x (annual rupture rate)

The change in risk is given by the same equation but with the annual rupture
rate replaced by the change in the annual rupture rate. For the accidents
the values for core melt are: cost S3x109; dose 2.7xl06 man-rem; and proba-
bility of accident given a rupture 1.Sx10-5. For major radiation release
the cost is 51x107, dose 2x103 man-rem and probability given a rupture 3x10
°; and for a minor radiation release the cost is neglible (assume $104),
dose 42.3x10 3 man-rem, and probability given rupture 4x10-2. Table 1-1

summarizes the reduction in risk to the public.

Although the secondary ISI, QA and LPMS requirements significantly
reduce the probability of tube rupture due to loose parts, they contribute

small public risk reductions.

1.3.3 Implementation

No impediment to a timely implementation schedule was identified.

Oata for this analysis were obtained from a number of companies supplying
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Table t-L Summary of Public Iisk Redur-tion

Annual.
S Man-ker

Life of
S(1000)

P1 ante
Man-RearKcts an- Accfdent

Secondary tSr
+ QA

Care Melt
Major- Release
Minor Release

440
1
4

0.4
< 10-3

.9

7
<.7
<.1

9.5
1
22

LPMS (Given
1St + QA)

* Core Melt
Major Release
Minor Release

30 .03
- < 10-5

- .07

.5
<1

1.7

* Over 24-years remaining
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ieri1ces and hardware;.. The L98LNuclear News, Buyers Guide issue, has 1S :

lIstings under LPMS.

L3.4- Alternatives

Anr alternati Ye suggestad uporr exami nati on- of the values and

impact= 1s to reqmire onuTy % and. inspection: Table L shows clearly that a

greater net: value ('benefittm) Is achieved witr ISA and QA.
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10. 1NRC Staff, Draft -- NUREG-0844.
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U.I PFersoniT c unctationr witth H. Hansersarr of Zetec..

1Z- NRe - NURE£_.

M DeT 6eorSje. LO.,. to J.GT. KeppTer (NRC),. Response to: t&E Inspecti aor,

aJIyM 16. I9SB

14 C.. ICryter-, and: C.I+. Kicker-, Charactertstics and Ferformance

Experience of Loose--Part Monitoring Systems in U.S. Commercial Power

Reactors, NURES/CR-0524, March 1979.

15. Personal communications with President of Physical Acoustics

Corporation.

16. Personal communications with G. Zigler, Member of ASME writing group

for development of standard for LPMS.

17. Personal cxmunication with J. Lyon (NRC, Project Manager for Ginna).

18. NRC - NUREG-0692.

19. NRC -NUREG-0743.

20. Quotations from Sutter and Company, Inc. based on Hydro Products/Tetra

Tech Co.. Radiation Tolerant Scanner Television Camera Package, August

29, 1982.
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Zip VALUE-IMPACr AALYST OF t INSERVICE

tNSPETON PROGMAW- REQUIREMEN1

Z. sumAR.

Tkrr secticrr presentr the proposed requirement and. the. basis for

itY selection and summarizesr the resuTts of the -value-impact analysis.

Z.1.L Descriptionl

This analysis addresses the requirement proposed by NRC (1) that a

revised. program for inservice inspection of steam generator tubing will

incorporate the following changes into the Standard Technical Specifications

(STS) for each pressurized water reactor unit:

Tube Insoection in U-Tube Steam Generators) - Requirement .

Inspection of tubes in U-tube steam generators will be a full-

length inspection, including the hot side (hot leg), U-bend, and cold side

(cold leg) of the tubing. This regulation does not require that the sample

populations for hot leg and cold leg inspection be from the same tubes.

The current STS do not require inspection of the cold legs below

the top support plate.

Testing Frequency and Sample Selection - Requirement 2

a. Each steam generator will be inspected at least once every 48

months.

The current STS allow inservice inspections to be limited to one

steam generator on a rotating schedule if previous inspections

indicate that all steam generators are performing in a similar

manner. The current regulations also permit the interval between

inspections to be extended up to 40 months if two consecutive

inspections show that previously observed degradation has not

continued and no new degradation has occurred. Under these
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optiffal conditions, the intervaT betweef required: inspections

coul d: be as long as 16r months for ; four-I oopr p1 ant. The new

requirement reduces the: maxlmunr interval to. 48 mwntht.

b.. PTant; techMlcaX specrtficatfons may' be amended tks identify special

subsets. of tubes witicir are independent of the general tube-

inspection popuWatton Specfiat subsets requ1re ICt= inspection-.
The results af the inspectio of special subsets wilT not be used

to cTassiffy the resutts of the general inspection- or In mesti ng-
the mia mucs sample size for- the general inspecti on.

Ther are three categories of inspection specified in the current

STS. If the results of an inspection do not satisfy the criteria

for a given category, the STS require continuing into the next

category until either the category's criteria are satisfied or

100% of the tubes have been inspected. This approach does not
recognize situations wherein well-defined localized groups. of

tubes (subsets of tubes) experience degradation because of a

unique design feature or phenomenon. In such cases the licensee

could be compelled to inspect larger numbers of tubes than

required to address the specific problem. Identification of

subsets of tubes will give a licensee more flexibility in this

situation.

Suoolementary Samoling Requirements - Requirement 3

The current STS specify supplementary sampling requirements based

on the number or percentage of Inspected tubes found defective or degraded.

There are three categories of sampling sizes (C-1, C-2 and C-3) progressing
from the initial 3% sample to the inspection of 100% of the tubes.

This new requirement essentially replaces the three current

categories with two categories. The f irst category, the STS category C-1

specifying the initial 3% inspection size, remains unchanged. The second

category is defined as follows:
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Of eddy current inspection pursuant to. the- requirements in SampTe

SeTectionr and. Testing Ind1cates that (a) own or more tubes are

defective (have defects with- wail pAnetrattons exceeding the.

pftuggtfn: lmhit) or (t) 5SZ or more of the tubes. inspected are

deg~raded (have & previ ousTy undetected: defect of 20% or greater

depthr r- exhribit greater- thear O0%: further wa. it penetrati on),

ad ietlonaT Inspectiotr sha.TT be performed: as: follows-

rEn eac& steam' generator where the above limits were exceeded,

addttiona.t tubes shall be Inspected. The- sample size for this

inspection shall be either 100% of the tubes in the steam

generator or shall bebased on plant-specific analyses defining

the limiting tolerable number of tube failures. Analyses of

postulated loss of coolant accident and main steamline breaks

(within and outside containment) with concurrent steam generator

tube failures would be performed to determine the tolerable number

of tube- failures.

The- sample size required to be inspected to ensure that a

probability no greater than 5% exists of accepting a generator

with greater than the limiting number of defective tubes is then

determined by the methods in NLRE6/CR-1282.

This second category of (supplementary) inspection may be limited

to a partial length inspection of each tube, providing the

inspection includes those portions of the tubes where

imperfections were previously found. Furthermore, this

supplementary inspection may be limited to subsets of tubes if it

can be shown from previous inspection results or from unique

structural or mechanical design that the degradation is limited

to well-defined areas of the steam generator tube bundle.

Denting - Requirement 4

A gauging or profilometry inspection shall be performed if the

standard diameter eddy-current probe cannot pass through a tube. The

objective of this inspection is to determine the magnitude and extent of

tube denting. Applicants and licensees will submit an inspection program
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for' denting far staff rev ew% and: approval . This progranm, whIchi w111 b

included: inr the plant STS. w11 tnctuda criteria. for establishing the scope.

of I nspecti on and: an' acceptance cri terrl o or denti ng I1 -mit based on tube
restrtctioor - waTl stratn Fr-.

TheLcurrent STS nave ne requwiresents relJated to inspection for

denti ng.

rnspection rnterval s - Requirement S

An unscheduled inspection pursuant to the STS Is required if a

plant is shut down ta repair primary-to-secondary leakage, regardless of

whether or not the leakage exceeds the leak rate limit in the STS. An

unscheduled inspection is not required if the leakage is caused by "leaking

plugs'.

The current STS do not require an unscheduled inspection if the

leak rate- is below the limit in the plant technical specification.

Acceptance Limits - Requirement 6

A definition of the denting limit shall be added to licensee's

technical specifications to state that the denting limit means that amount

of tube restriction (if gauging Inspections are being performed) or strain
(if profilometry inspections are performed) beyond which the tube must be

plugged.

The current STS do not include an acceptance limit for denting.

Regorting - Requirement 7

The current requirement in the STS for the prompt reporting of

inservice inspection results prior to the resumption of power operation is
related to inspection results falling Into Category C-3. With the

consolidation of the inspection categories discussed earlier, it is

necessary to redefine the requirement for the reporting of such information.
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Therefore, Ticensee's: technical specifications. shall also be

ckranged: to require thba if, fI the fgspectioar pursuant to the SampTe

SeTectlorr and. restfng secttorr, 5% of more ofi the inspected tubes are

deqadedxorexhibfit`greter ttrr 10T further- walT peletrtt ofr since the

previous %nspectioir or- tf anyr tube has. imperfections or denting that exceed

thep Tuggtng or-dentfng Tfuft,; the results af the comrTeted: inspections

shatT be reported to the KRC before power operatfoir 1s resumed-.

Z LZ Need for Acti oir

The current ISt requirements for the tube inspection have

generally been effective, although their theoretical basis is limited. The

required 3% tube inspectioff sample coupled with the technical specification

leak rate limits have been generally successful in identifying tube

degradation. This success is due largely to the fact that the primary modes

of degradation affecting operating steam generators are mechanistic In

nature. They result either from adverse chemical conditions, improper

mechanical design, improper materials selection, or a combination of these

parameters. The result is that when Improper conditions occur, the

degradation is not generalTy isolated but effects a large number of tubes.

Thus, the initial 3X sample size Is sufficient to identify those steam

generators which are experiencing general degradation. Because of this, the

3% inspection has also proven sufficient to determine if a steam generator

tube leak is the result of an isolated incident or if it was the result of a

significant mode. of general degradation.

In general, the operating experience with steam generators has

shown a more rapid degradation of tube integrity than originally

anticipated. This degradation has occurred through a wide variety of

physical causes and failuremodes(2). The degradation is also quite non-

uniform, because the behavior of one steam generator may not be

representative of the behavior of other steam generators in the same plant.

The overall result of the. rapid degradation in the tube- integrity has been

more frequent and more extensive ISt than was planned in the plant standard

technical specifications and in Regulatory Guide 183. The proposed changes

to the plant STS are largely a result of the latest operating experience

with steam generators.
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2 3 Summary of Values and Impacts

Five mrajor changes. to ESL procedures are evaluated in this.

valuelimpact analysis.. These changes are (t) cold: 'Peg inspection,. (1l,a) a
maxnimun interv&t of 4M months betweenr inspections-, (1i,) dfinitlon of tube

subsets; (tif) changes irr sample poptuation- for supplementary Inspect1on,
(tv) inspecttorr for dentTng. and. (v) unschedutled: inspections for primary-to-
secondary Ieaks;. The results of' the vaTue/impact analyses are summarlzed1 in
rakTe> Z-O,. Genera1Ty, the requmlrementr have favorable economic and dose
benefit impact ratios.. Only the full length inspection occupational doses
exceed the expected value of the avoided occupational doses.

The short-tarm impact of the maximum interval of 48 months between
inspections is that perhaps iX of the steam generator population will
require an initial inspection in order to conform to the 48-month schedule.
The long-term impact will be negligible, because the average interval

between inspections is currently Z to 3 years.

We conclude that there is substantial value to a maximum interval
of 48 months between inspection, with only minor impact on current
Inspection practices. The financial impact on the plants which require
inspection can be minimized by extending the interval for the required
inspection up to the next refueling outage.

The definition of special subsets of tubes permits greater
flexibility during ISI. The flexibility could reduce the cost of !SI
without compromising the validity of the initial 3% sample. This change in

the STS has an obvious value with not negative Impacts.

The fifth requirement is for an unscheduled Inspection whenever a
plant goes off-line due to the primary-to-secondary leakage rate. In
general, leakage to the secondary side indicates degradation and possibly a

potential tube rupture. Hence, an unscheduled inspection is appropriate to
define the modes of degradation and to repair leaking tubes in the steam
generator. No quantifiable benefits are known at this time. The belief is
that leaks will proceed until a scheduled outage or until they exceed
technical specification. At such time the steam generator will be inspected
to determine the status of degradation that exists.
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Table 2-0 Supwnry of Ipipacts and Values Over
24 Years life of a PMR for the
Ipservice Inspection Reqg4rement.
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2.Z APPROAQI

2.Z.L Objective

The abjecttve of t1is study, s to perform. a, v ue/1nmpact (V/l)

anaTysis: oTr the proposed. clTanges to: ptant technical sper1lfications for

inserif ce fnspecttons.. The vaTue/1mpact anaTysis as defined her%- is

concerned *itfr three areas: cost,. dose, arni: probability change. That is,.

the key questtcns durlng the vir analysis arear

- What is the change in cost associated with new ISI procedures?

- What ii the change in- dose associated with new ISI procedures?

- What is the change in probability of steam generator tube leakage

or tube rupture associated with the new ISI procedures? How does

this change in probability affect the risk to the public?

The answers to these to these questions are then interpreted as

values and impacts. Typical values arm lower radiation exposure during ISI,

lower probability of steam generator tube leakage or rupture, and lower

reactor operating costs from better ISI. Values may also result from the

detection of new modes of degradation and from reduced risk to the publ c.

Typical impacts arm increased cost and increased radiation exposure from an

expanded inservice inspection program.

2.2.2 Scope

The particular aspects of the cost, dose, and probability issues

which were addressed this study are:

- Detailed costs of inservice inspections

- Radiation exposure during inservice inspections

- cost of unanticipated outages, if any

- physical limitations of ISI equipment, if any

- cost of supplemental analyses if any, and

- change in probability of tube leakage or tube rupture.
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Ffn&TTyF tfh1S study evaluates the incrimentsa. changes 1rr cost;.

dose, and-, probarbl ity, using: current Industry practices as a basel I ne.

Current industry, tSL procedures are generally mire- extensive than the ISI

procedures reqwired. by- the p:Tant technical speclfications,, so ttris.

difffwencF fs an- important one.
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ReULT= OF ANALYSIS

Industry

rir ttrfis sectionr the Impact oar the Industry fs assessed. The

assessment is: orlanuizec by requirement. Cold. leg inspection is discussed in

Subsectlonr Z35.I.Z,. Subset SeTection and StS interval Reduction Subsection

=*.I.L Cold Lem rnsaectiofr

Recant operating experience with steam generators has shown that

the cold leg side of steam generator U-tubing is susceptible to various

modes of degradation, such as wastage, pitting, denting, and fretting wear.

The current STS require inspection of the hot leg side and U-bend of steam

generator tubing. The proposed change to plant STS will also require

inspection the cold leg side, at least for the initial 3% sample population.

Current industry practice on cold leg ISI is summarized in the NRC

prepared tables, Operating Experience with Westinghouse PWR Steam Generators

through January 3, 1982 and Operating Experience with Combustion

Engineering PWR Steam Generators through January 4, 1982. Similar tables

exist for3abcock & Wilcox (B&W) reactors (5), but are not considered here

because 3&W steam generators (SG) are not of the U-tube design. Based on

these tables, the following picture emerges:

For Westinghouse (W) Plants:

- The cold legs are always inspected at 32 steam generators

- The cold legs are sometimes inspected at 27 steam generators

- The cold legs are not inspected at 4 steam generators

- Data are not reported at 21 steam generators

(ISt data are not split into cold leg ISI and hot leg ISI)

- ISI has not been performed at 21 steam generators.



for Caebustofn Engineeri nc. (CE) Plants:

- The cotd legs. are aTways; fnspected at 7 stear generators

- The cotd Tegs; are sometimes Inspected at Z stianr generators

The cotd7 Tegs arm not inspected at 8 steam generators'.

ApproxfnilteTy 50 otf the steam generator popula ff onm as some: cold Ier

examinatloir during MST.

The major impacts from requiring- cold leg inspection will lie in

two areas: (1) ECt equipment must be moved to the outlet outside of a steam

generator, and (ii) additional time is required for cold leg ECT. The ECT

equipment must be moved because the ECT probe cannot pass through the

smatler radius bends in- Westinghouse and Combustion Engineering steam

generators. For example, the first nine rows of Westinghouse steam

generators will not pass the standard ZETEC probe (6), so ECT equipment must

be moved in order to inspect the cold legs.

The estimated dose for moving the ECT equipment to the outlet side

is based on the following-estimates (7):

- preparation of area: 2 men for 10 hours,

- moving ECT equipment from inlet to outlet: 2 men for 2-4 hours,

- installation and removal: 2 men for 45 minutes on the manway and

of ECT equipment: l.man for 15 minutes in the channel head

- dose In channel head: 4-30 rem/hr

- dose-in manway: 0.4-3 ren/hr

- dose in preparation and moving: 0

The estimated dose for installation of ECT equipment on the outlet

side is then 1.6 to 12 man-rem per steam generator. This estimate agrees

with data in (8), which gives 13 to 8.0 man-rem for Westinghouse Series 51

steam generators and 2.5 to 9.9 man-rem for Combustion Engineering steam

generators. Installation of ECT equipment on the outlet side will

approximately double the radiation dose from ECT testing.

The incremental cost for installation of ECT equipment and testing

on the outlet side is broken into (I) costs for moving and installing the
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eqipment and (1i) costs for the~ additional tasting. The costs for moving -
and. Instal lIngn the equipment assumes. $45/hr (7), for 25.7T to 29.75 man-
hours. (see above)._ oundinc; up; tx 3a san-hotrs,. this elemelt of the cost Is

SIX5_._
The addit10nwt cost far tasting' is based onr ZErEC data (5):r I

Er rate for hot Teg; stde only:
- WCrate for hot leg; side * U-bend.
- ECr rate for futIT Iengttr tasting:
- Fixed costs: (for transpoirtatlorr, equipment, etc.):
- Testing: on& SG wtitr Z crews In 10 hour shifts:
- Testin7 two SM's wittr 4- crews in 10 hour shifts:
- Testing three SG's with 6 crews in 10 hour shifts:
- Testing four SG's with 9 crews in 10 hour shifts:

sa tubes/hour
4a tubes/hour
20 tubes/hour
$63,000
S15,000/day
S22, 000/day
S28,000/day
S33,000/day

Testing is assumed to proceed in parallel. Full-length testing refers to

inspection of the hot leg, U-bend, and cold leg.

Consider testing the initial 3% sample for the hot leg plug U-bend
versus full length testing in one steam generator. The following table

defines the increment in hours and dollars for this testing:

Pl ant
Tye

No. of tubes

Pr. SQ
3%

SamolIe
Add't hours for
full-length ECT

Addtional dollars
for full-length 2C7

W, 4 loop

W, 2 loop

3400

3300

408 tubes

198 tubes

10 + 4 hours

5 + 4 hours

SIO,;C O

S 6,750.

CE,2 loop 85M0 ;10 tubes 12.75 + 4 hours S12,600.

In the table, af additional 4 hours have been added to the ECT hours because

the ECT team is Idle while the equipment is transferred from the inlit to

the outlet side. Hours were converted to dollars at $750/hour, based on

$15,000/day with two 10-hour shifts. Other data In this table are based on

(8), page 55.
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The! tat&T I ncrementaT cost for coil d Teg: ECT on the I rni ti al 30

sampxleis;thenrbetweewr$STWO1 andy $4.Q0=-per--steam-generator. The base

cost for a niMuraT ECr inspectioir of a: 3%X samp.le Is; the. fixed. cost (M6EM00)

p:tus one day, of testing (St.O000) for- & total: of S8d,000. Fu 1-1 ength

testi nr tncreases theilnimumr.cost by IOXto L8%. MoretypicaTty, ECron

two~ steanr gnerators requwres 4; days;.. for L testing: cost of S1537,M00 The

fncrementaT cost for- coet leg- EC1 am twe generator irs S16,00(1 to 28,000,

or again tOX tr I8X.

Note that the cost estimates are concerned with Incremental cost

for additional ECT. Plant support costs have been included only in terms of

installation and removal of EC1 equipment.

All data are- for a. 3% sample; although extensive cold leg testing

is required on certain plants, this is rather plant-specific and difficult

to include in a generic analysis.

Qualitative values for the proposed change in Olant technical

specifications are clear. The proposed change will standardize ECT

inspections of the cold. leg side,. a known Tocation for tube degradation.

Detection of these. defects will reduce the probability of a leak or a tube

rupture orr the cold Teg side of the tubing. This reduction in probability

leads to fewer unanticipated outages from steam generator leaksand 
fewer

tube ruptures on the cold leg side.

2.3.L1.1l.Reduction in Frequency

No preyious tube failures have occurred on the cold leg side and

little information is available on potential tube problems there. Thus

benefits and dose reduction .stimates can be examined parametrically. The

range of the parametric variation is from 1 to 25% reduction in the

frequency of forced outages due to leakage. The base-line frequency of

occurrence is 0.188 per year.

2.3.1.12 Occupational Dose

The occupation dose incurred as a result of implementing the

recommendation is at least 1.6 - 12 man-rem per year (one steam generator).
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Ther avoided occupationat exposure I s; due tor avoidance of leak repair. The

aanual avotded occupatlowr doses estimated. for a. 1 10, and 25 percent

reductlorr of frequency of forced outage due to 1 eakageaare .3,. 3, and 7
man-ren respectively,.

LZ t.LZ C

The incremental cost for impTemention- of the proposed. full lengttr

inspectiow Is $S - ISC per-year or SI4O - Z34K over Z4 years. If, during a

forced outage a. full lengtr inspection Is. required the ECT time is extended

by one day.- The annual avoided- cost estimated for a 1, 10, 25 per cant

reduction of frequency were S.3M, S2.3M, and SM.9M, respectively. These

avoided costs assume a full length inspection is performed when a forced

outage occurs. For full length inspection during a scheduled outages it is

assumed-that Inspection is accomplished off the critical path and no benefit

accrues from avoided replacement power cost, etc. The benefits over 24

remaining years of life an $4.3, S4.3M, S1iOM for 1. 10, 25% reduction

frequencies respectively.

2.3.1.2 Subset Selection and LS. Interval Reduction

Recent operating experience with steam generators has shown that

degradatiffon can occur over a shorter time scale than the maximum allowable

interval of 80 to 160 months between inspections. The proposed change to

plant technical specifications requires an inspection of each steam

generator at least once every 48 months.

All steaa generator inspections as of January 1982, are listed in

tables (3), (4), and (5). 3ased on these tables, the next compulsory

inspection date for all steam generators, assuming a 48-month interval
between inspections, is summarized in Table 2-1.

The distribution of dates for the next compulsory ISI, as shown in

Table 2-1, is very important. Eighty-two percent of the operational steam

generators are not due for a compulsory ISI until 1984 or 1985. That is,

many steam generators have been inspected within the past two years and will

not be due for ISI until 1984 or 1985.
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Tahle Z-L

Next rnspection Date for- Steam Generathr (SG) Populatalor

Wittr 4&.Monttr Interval Between tsf

NW. of Sf r
duet for- ISI: of Total

u; to 1/Z.

1/82 to 6/82

7/82 to 12/82

1/83 to 12/83

1/84 to 12/84

1/85 to 12/85

3

5

1 1 SG at Yankee Rowe, due 7/81

2. 1. SG at Zion 2, due 3/82

1 SG at Maine Yankee, due 6/82

1 SQ at Cook 1, due 6/82

4 1 SG at Beaver Valley
due 9/8Z

1 SG at Fort Calhoun 1,
due 10/82

2 SG's at Yankee Rowe,
due 11/82

14
25
78

11

20

62
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Presently- among the steam generators: that are- due for Inspection,..
one wltnt is beyond: the 45-month- interval and three units may be- beyond the

48-montir interval. Wehavenot attemptadtto: update the *tables to reftect

mor recent LSr because the overall distribution iRsmore important than the

deT ztfs5for one p~ant. Nate thtatt atr the ;1 ants whicfF would be due for

coinpesory- ;1St iir3 8Z have experi enced: lttle& or no: degradatioer or leakage

im their staa=w generatorso.

3aseit oir rabeZ-t,. approa.tmataty ;M of the steam generator

population- will' require or initial change In their L5I schedule to conform

to the maxlmur inspection interval of 48 months. These inspections, on 4 to

7. steam generators, will incur costs and radiation exposures as documented

in-the preceeding subsection.

-Beyond the initial adjustment, which is a one-time event for a few

steam generators, the impact of the proposed change can be evaluated by

analyzing the average interval between ISI for the steam generators at

various plants. Yankee Rowe appears prominently in Table 2-1 and, the

average interval between ISI was evaluated for this plant. The result is

that each steam generator is Inspected on the average every 2S years, with

a minimum interval of 6 months and a maximum interval of 10 years.

A similar situation exists for two other plants in Table 2-1: Zion

Unit 2 and Cook Unit 1. The average Interval between inspections at Zion

Unit 2 is 2.5 to 3 years. The average interval between inspections at Cook

Unit 1 is approximately 2 years.

The 4-year interval between inspections appears quite reasonable,

because it will force a more uniform inspection interval among all the steam

generators at these plants and with minor impacts on long term cost or

radiation exposure. It is difficult to assess the exact cost impact and

radiation exposure from this change, but it would appear to be quite small

because the total number of inspections is not being increased.

The second change under Sample Selection and Testing is the

specification of special subsets of tubes for 100% inspection. The value of

this change is that utilities and ECT personnel will have the flexibility to

adjust the ISI sampling technique for the degradation mechanisms in a
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part cum ar stear genert.t*r TPHsI fTexibt1 ity to:def ne subset& car onIY

reduce the time, cost,. and- radiatiorr exposure during: ECTr. *ithout

compromisi ng the accuracy- of the stati stitaT sam;! e. for-steau generator tSI.

ftneffts, ecorrondc any ra~do.Tigical, from: these proposed

requrement a-somewhat intangible. Quantlficatiorr has,.. of necessity,

be= based art parametric: et$ates.- IeaTized: benefits. are plant sped fi c,

and precfse quantl fi catioW requires detaiTed data whose collection was

beyond. the scope. oF this effort.

Z.3.1.3 Sucalementary SamlinQ Requirements

The new requirements for supplementary sampling replace the three

current sampling categories, C-1, C-2, and C-3, with two new categories.

The first category of the new requirements is identical to category C-I of

the current technical specifications. The second category is defined as

follows: if ECT on the C-1 sample shows one or more tubes are defective or

5% or more of the tubes are degraded, then a supplementary inspection is

required. The sample size for this inspection will be 100% of the tubes or

will be aL statistically derived sampling plan, based on plant-specific

analyses defining the limiting tolerable number of tubes using methods in

(8), which assumes that a probability no greater than 5% exists for

accepting a generator with greater than the limiting number of defective

tubes.

The limiting tolerable number of tube failures is the maximum

number of steam generators tubes which can rupture during 3 (postulated)

accidents while still permitting the plant to operate within the established

guidelines for-fuel cladding temperature and off-site radiation release.

The postulated accidents are a loss of coolant accident, a main steam line

break within the containment, and a main steam line break outside the

containment. Further details of these analyses and preliminary results are

presented in (9).

There are two main impacts from the proposed change: (i) the

number of tubes for ECr may be different, and (ii) plant-specific analyses

must be performed by the applicants and licensees. The second impact is

addressed first. The plant-specific analyses are performed in order to
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Identify- the Timiting number- of tubes that cam rupture dur1ng an accident-

and: st 1 T meet. ther estabL ishe¢ gui del I nes.

Thenumber-of T lmttng tubefa.1Tures I arr I m;rtant parameter.

AnaXyses byt the NRC ndicate. & range of L to- LI for the 1t mittin¢ number of

tubefiTures~. Wttr Tiattn tubefatlures of ior-Tessthe statistical

samzTinT ptn fs equfvaTent. to: 100testing. If the numberh f 1imlting tuba

faitTures;s is te r or- more-, st:atf ticaT samp nIin rlans are siaIll ar to: the

current categorfes. 3eycnd 2 limiting tube failures, the initial sample

fraction drops below 16Z6.. This small sample would reduce the effort for

ECLT. However, 20 limiting tube: failures is beyond the range of values for

existing calculations.

Thus, with the proposed supplemental sampling requirement the

number of tubes that must be inspected with ECt is very likely to increase.

While the sample size is expected to increase, the amount of increase Is

difficult to estimate. The difficulty Is because the increase will be plant

specific. tn plants that experience very little steam generator tube

degradation the sample siza will not change. In plants with significant

degradation, the sample sizes under the existing and proposed requirement

will likely be 100%, or almost;. (Note, some plants already perform 100%

testing as a matter of policy - Reference 6.) The principal difference

between the current and proposed requirements would be for plants with an

intermediate amount of degradation, in which case the proposed requirement

would lead to a 100% sample instead of on the order of 25%.

Although is is difficult to estimate the increase in sample size

It is relatively easy to bound the effort. A 100% inspection of the

remaining 2900 tubes, at (say) 40 tubes per hour for a partial inspection

requires 3 additional days of testing time. The incremental cost for 100X

inspection is then $15,000 per day for three days, or S45,000 per steam

generator. Approximately one day would be required to inspect a 20-25%

sample. A bound on the cost difference is S30,000.

The increase in radiation dose from requiring a 100% Inspection

should be minimal because additional time Inside the steam generator is not

required.
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PTant-specfflc analyses. would: probably require: 6 man-months of

effort per pl ant,* assuurinj some generlc modelirng of p1lants_ In additliar

S25sOOO may be requi-red; for computatlon&T expense,-And a man-months for-

re v*ew anrd appmrval aftheantlyses. The cost per plant is estimated. as

SAlowO t. SisTIoa..

The valbe of the increased sampting7 I s the possible eliminatiorr of

some of the forced. outages due to.t eakage-

2.3.1.3.1 Estimation of the Change in Frequency of Forced Outage

Any change in frequency, using present ECT, should be proportional

to the increase on sample size. Without detailed information on the sample

sizes presently being used across the industry an estimate of the increase

is difficult to specify. However, for those plans with few and several

degraded tubes there is no difference. Based upon information from informal

surveys and summary data in (2) It is estimated that the increase would on

the. order of 10 to 30 percent across the industry. Assuming that ECT

techniques canr detect at least 50% percent of defects that can lead to

leakage in the- next cycle one would estimate the frequency reduction to be

on the order of S to, perhaps 20OL The present industry average for forced

shutdowns due-to leakage, the frequency is 0.188/yr. Thus a reduction of

0.009 to 0.038 is estimated.

2.3.1.3.2 Radiation Dose

The occupational dose incurred to implement the requirement is

negligible The estimated avoided occupational dose is from 1 to 5 man-rem

per year and 30 to approximately 150 man-rem over 24 years.

2.3.1.3.3 Cost

The cost increment required to perform the inspection is bounded

by approximately S30,000 per year (assuming only one steam generator is

inspected). On the average perhaps 1/3 to 1/2 of the time additional

inspection would be incurred, thus an annual average cost is S10 - 15K for
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inspectiart. If pl antsperiflc analyses are performed, a one time. cost of
SIo:-ISIC 1s estiaratd.. The estimated avoided cost due t avoidanca of
forced shut dowir due: to Teakage, Is estimnated tarbe betweest SL and .4
mtrowr peryear. _

aver- a 24a year reinwirt1in plant Tife the present worth- of the
avetded costs are betweeir SL3: and; F.& t, an& the impl ementati onr cost
apprafinateTy S.Z W for- add~itionLl inspection- plus the cost of plant
specific anaTyses (if chosen). Thus, use of improved ECr techniques has a
favorable economdc (and. occupational dose) benefit/cost ratio.

2.3.14- aentinq

Since 1975, the deformation or denting of steam generator tubes
has occured at many Westinghouse and Combustion Engineering plants. Current
codes and regulations do not address Inspection methods for quantifying tube
denting. The existing ECT methods are capable of detecting the initial
onset of denting. However, the magnitude of large dents cannot be
quantified by ECT.

The value of the proposed change is that approved inspection plans
for denting will be established for all facilities. Denting is an important
degradation mechanism Is steam generators. Denting (alone) can enhance
stress corrosion cracking, leading to through-wall cracks and leaks at tube-
to-support-plata Junctions. Denting, combined with flow slot hourglassing
(a deformation of the rectangular flow slot in tube support plates), caused
U-bend stress corrosion cracking and led to the steam generator tube rupture
at Surry Unit 2 in September 1976 (11). Detection and monitoring of denting
must be an important part of a steam generator ISl program.

The principal technique for monitoring the progressicn of denting
is mechanical probing of tubes with ECT probes of different diameters. This
probing technique is called gauging. Typical probe diameters for gauging
are 0.72-inch, 0.6;-inch, 0.61-inch and 0.54-inch. Plugging criteria for
degraded tubes are based on the results of gauging. Severely dented tubes
are usually plugged because these tubes are most likely to develop stress-
corrosion cracks and leakage ((9), page 5-11).
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Am ILternate: technique for monttoring the progressi olt of denting

ts to: measure the: shape, or profile of the tube cross section. Tltis

measurement technique is calTed. profilomitry. Fmfilomiretry,. which- is more

accumtE ther qauging%, is not itr widespread: use at Westinghouse plants. (7)

an& viTT not: be discasse further

Theprapose.trcanie tvp Tant technica-T specificatfeons requires.

that att appTtcants; and Mtcanses shaTI sub iat arn tnspecti on' prograir for

dentfnf fbr staff review' and approvaT. This program, which- will be included

irn the plant technical specificationsfi, will define the scope of gauging or

profilometry inspections and will define- acceptance criteria (or limits) for

denting, beyond whictr a. tube must be plugged. This program will be

implemented. if and. when the standard diameter ECT probe tannot pass through

tubes in the steam generator.

The incidence of denting in operating plants is summarized in (3)

and (4). These tables show that for:

Westinghouse plants:

7 plants with 23 steam generators have experienced extensive denting

2 plants with 4- steam generators have experienced moderate denting

9 plants withr 30 steam generators have experienced minor denting

14 plants with 52 steam generators have experienced no denting.

Combustion Engineering Plants:

1 plant with Z steam generators has experienced extensive denting

1 plant with 2 steam generators has experienced moderate denting

S plants with 1L. steam generators have experienced minor denting

1 plant with 2 steam generators has experienced no denting

8&W plants have not reported any denting to date ((1), page 13). The

definitton of extensive, moderate, and minor denting is contained in (4).

Note, approximately 25 percent of the CE and W plants would be subject to

gauging or profilometry.
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The Impact from: the proposed change r STS' wtil lie. rt two areasz.

(I) preparattoir of air approved tsr prograir for denting and (i1)
imptlnentat1 or of this; program if dent1 ng occurs.

Freparatiotr of the tf program is assumed, to- re4ulre /in - I man
irotfrper Wlaator SE-Ia1 perp:Tant. Preparatirof this tSt plan will
require interactiao beetweezr the applicant ar Ticensee and the NRC staff.
Thris interactio may add a aur-montt ta. the totaT effort.

The cost I ncrement frr implementi ng a gauging program for denting

is* estimated to be approximately the same as the cost for ECT tasting. The
equipment for gauging is the standard ECr equipment with probes of various
sizes. Gauging might be faster than ECT because no data interpretation is
required; on the other hand, several tube gaugings may be required to

bracket the size of the dents. When required, Costs for the gauging

inspection are estimated to be the same as costs for ECT.

The Increment in radiation exposure from a gauging Inspection
results from I man, on the steam generator manway, reaching into the channel

head to change the ECT probe. Assuming each probe change requires 3 minutes
on the manway and 20 seconds to reach into the channel head to change the
probe, then three probe changes results in 0.06 man-rem to 0.51 man-rem of

whole body dose plus 0.07 rei to 0.5 rem to the hand. These estimated doses

are small compared to the typical exposure during ISt of 1 to 10 man-rem per
steam generator. If gauging is not performed in conjunction with ECT, then
the additional radiation exposure is equivalent to an additional ISI.

2.3.1.4.1 Frequency Reduction

The base line frequency for leaks, due to denting, between .1

and .3 gpm is 0.030/yr and for leaks greater than .3 gpm is .004/yr. Taking
the forced shut down frequency as greater than .3 gpm frequency pIus one

half the frequency in the .1 to .3 gpm range a frequency of 0.019 per year

Is obtained. With appropriate denting limits a 25 to 50 per cant reduction
is estimated. This corresponds to a reduction of 0.005 to 0.010 events per

year.
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. 2

*.X.T24.z tdRaTogi cat Dose1.

T-e occ-upational dose due to. imnsemention. of the denting

requirement 1s. = the order- of i man.reM/year or 24- man-rem over a Z4 year

reiainiriT lift. The estiurate, of annu.al avaided: dose is the frequency

reductfotir tf es 1S ranurem,, which is theaverage dose for repair and- main-

tenance6_The estate of annuaT avaided dose is 0.75 to. IS man-rear. Over

2M years the cwumTat ve avoided- dose is, from' ZG to 40 man-rem'.

Z.3.1.4.1 Cost.

The cost to implement Is 5-10K per plant for preparation of a

program and, when needed, the equivalent of 1 ta 3 days additional 
ECT,

thus, when needed, a cost of 115 - 45K per year or S.3 - .1 M over 24 years.

The avoided costs of forced shut downs due to leaks are estimated 
to be

between S.1 and .2 M assuming a 2 day forced shut down or .0 - 1.4 M

assuming a 14 day forced shutdown over 24 years.

2.3.1.5 Inspection Intervals

The current STS do not require an unscheduled inspection in the

event of a plant shutdown for primary-to-secondary leakage below the leak

rate limits In the technical specification. The proposed change to the

plant technical specification will require an unscheduled inspection If a

plant shuts down for a primary-to-secondary tube leak, regardless of the

magnitude of the leak rate.

The Impact of this change on current industry practices can be

estimated from the historical data on operating experience with PWR steam

generators (3), (4), and (5). These tables show the following:
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No.. of Additional Inspections

'rypeof Ne. of rnspections whicir whlcf would have been required

Mlant Meet or Exceed Category C-L : by the proposed change

343 ST~

&W. 650 22

TOTAL 463 79

The total number of inservice inspections would have increased by

79. This is equivalent to a 17% Increase in the number of ISI's for the

total population of steam generators.

The 17% increase in the number of steam generator inspections will

result in a 17% increase in radiation exposure during ISt, assuming the

inspection are of the same type and duration. The 17% increase in ISI will

also result in a substantial increase in operating costs because these

inspections require an unanticipated outage.

The cost differential can be evaluated as follows. The current

industry practice is to perform a leak test on the appropriate steam

generator. Testing for leaks and plugging the leaking tubes can usually be

accomplished within a 24-hour period. If an unscheduled ECT inspection is

also required during the outage, then there will be fixed costs of 565,000,

approximately 3-1/2 days of ECT testing at $15,000 per day, plus replacement

power costs for 3-1/2 days. The minimum net replacement power cost is 2-1/2

days, 3-1/2 days for ECT less 1 day current practice. Hence, a minimum cost

of SL3 M. Occupation dose for ECT is 1.5-12 man-rem per SG.

A value of this regulation is that primary-to-secondary leakage is

usually associated with some form of tube degradation. The degradation may

be localized or extensive; ECT can determine the extent of the degradation

and, perhaps, avoid a potential tube rupture. To a large degree this value

is intangible.
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Presently soneutilittes-swilI shutdown and, plug a leak that is

Tess thaw technical sperificationr Timitsiust to;.avod. having to: perform, ISI

oni the steasr generttor if the Teak goes to. the- 1 mitt-. According to; the

above cacuTatfor this: practi - maybe worttr at teast SE MW to the uti ity if

ft fs' reasonabxy certainr ttrat the- Teak would. g to theT1mit. On- the other

haatnF the Teak i s; ndicativet of a change of status- of the steaa. generator

sucir a practices, wirTe pertrap§s of short term benefit,. carr 1 ead to more

severe problems: in the. Tong, tem-

tt is believed that with this new requirement there will be no

incentive for- the. shutdown- to repair a small leak. The leak will be

monitored and either-will be repaired at the next scheduled outage or the

leak w11l increase until the technical limit is reached and then will be

repaired during a: forced shutdown with ECT being performed. In either case

the status of the steam generator is ascertained and the uncertainty as to

the actual -health* of the steam generator reduced. No specif ic benefits

are quantifiable at this point.

2.3.1.6 Acceptance Limits

The value/impact of the acceptance limit for denting was discussed

in Subsection 2.3.1.4.

2.3.1.7 Reporting

The proposed change for reporting requirements is consistent with

the redefinition of supplementary sampling categories. This change should

produce an increase in reporting costs because all inspections beyond

Category C-1 must now be reported to the NRC. Now, only category C-3

inspections are reported. The increase in costs for inservice inspections

should be negligible.

2.3.2 Public Risk

Generally each of the above requirements can rduce the probability

of SGTR and thereby reduce public risk. The requirements would be most

effective in reducing the non-loose part/foreign object modes of
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desradat1ton tfat Tead. to. rupture_. No specific frequency reduction factor

was: estimated but It Is blieved to: be n greater thair 20 Sinca the

frequency of S&T for the- lose-part. mof is coaparabl'a to cracking and

wastage the puh1i c ri sk reduct oam for ISt woull d; upper bounded by 0.2

tlmes the pubtfc risk reductionr for Those parts (whldI lsvsmall). Thuss. the

pul-i1 c sicO reductoarn fr- ISt Is neg1I bTe,, 10's of dol 1 ars. annually and I

*air-rear inr Zye am

23.2 rmptementattlon

Many of the proposed requirements are being implemented already.

No lmpediment is identified to. the timely implementation of this proposed

ISt requirement.

2.3.3 Alternatives

No substantive alternatives are identified. Minor variations of

various alternatives are identified that may avoid some near tar impacts.

They ars:

o If an inspection is required for compliance with the 48 month
requirement allow it to be performed at the next scheduled outage.

O Make the fulT length inspection requirement only apply to

scheduled tSI, i.e., not required during forced outage.
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Z.A RREmERES?

r T. tppoltm (NRC) to G. Lainas (NRC) Memorandum-, 'Forthcoming Meeti ng

wittr Stear. Generator Owner's Group - Proposed. Stehur Generator Generic

Ire rements.- JuTZry ; L 1s8Z

Z. CM. Cheng,, et: T., Steanr Generator Tube ExPerience, NURE-886, US.

NucTearRegultatory Caflmisslon-.r Washingtorr, D.C., February 1982.

3. Sumnary published as Table 1. in NURES-0886 (Reference 1, above).

Detailed data tables for each plant are currently unpublished, but are

available from- the- NRC_

4. Summary published as Table 2 in NUREG-0886. Detailed data tables for

each plant are currently unpublished, but are available from the NRC.

5._ Summary published as Table 3 in NUREG-0886. Detailed data tables for

each plant are currently unpublished, but are available from the NRC.

6. Private communication from Mr. Howard Hausermann of ZETEC.

7. Based on data and experience of Mr. Pat Leonard, SAI Rockville, and

Mr. Howard Hausermann, ZETEC.

8. G.E. Zims, et al., *Some Aspects of Cost/Benefit Analysis for

Inservice. Inspection of PWR Steam Generators,N NUREG/CR-1490, 
U.S.

Nuclear Regulatory Camnission, Washington, D.C., May 1981.

9. R.G. Eastering, 'Statistical Analysis of Steam Generator Inspectiofln

Plans and Eddy-Current TestingJ, NUREG/CR-1282, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, Washington, D.C., August 1980.

10. J. Strosnider, Jr., et al., "Resolutlon of Unresolved Safety Issues A-3

A-4, and A-5 Regarding Steam Generator Tube Integrity', NUREG-0844,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Cammission, Washington, D.C., December 1981.
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ILD.M. Efsenhu-t, at a.., Summary of perati ngr Experi ence wi th - -
Recircul ating Steaa Generators* 3URES-0523,. U.S. Nucl ear Regul atory
Com1ssiona, Washingtorr,. O.C., January 079.. v
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3.07 VALUE IMPACT-ANALYSIS FOit "IMPROVED EDDY

CURRENr TECHNIQUES' REQUIREMENTS

3t SUM4ARYr

a f= sect ionr (iscusses the requirement and. the basi s- for- it' s

seTectf o and sumuarlzes: the results. of vaTue-impact analysis.

3.L.L Descriptionn

This analysts addresses the requirement proposed by NRC (1) that

the following additions shall be includbd as part of the test procedure for

inservice Eddy Current Testing (ECT) of PWR steam generator tubing in order

to utilize more fully diagnostic capabilities.

1. Eddy current testing techniques in data evaluation techniques

which are capable of eliminating tube support plate, tube sheet,

denting, or other similar unwanted signal interferences and

discriminatingj among multiple defects shall be used in all steam

generator Inservice inspections.

2. Eddy current probes- providing the capability to perform, both

absolute and differential coil inspection shall be utilized.

Separate probes may be utilized to implement this dual capability.

3. Eddy current data from both the differential and absolute channels

shall be evaluated as part of the overall data evaluation program.

4. In addition to calibration standards required by Article IV-3200

of Section XI of the ASME code, an additional standard shall be

employed with simulated wear or fretting type flaws to ensure a

conservative interpretation of signals for which fretting or wear

may represent a possible source of the signals. Typical examples

Include absolute signals over a significant axial length of the

tube, absolute signals for which there has been litle or no

corresponding differential signal, and signals which can

reasonably be inferred as possible fretting or wear flaws based
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upoa experience (f.q.,. Indications at the tube ta baffle plate.
tnspect or in' the: preheaters sections: of W estinghouse Model 0

stea= generators). The simul at~d fl aws shall be suffi ci ently

tapered; an& smarotir such that they iroduce Tittl& or no

dffeleal signaT. :

Eacir aF tU above additions woutld. induce some- activity- rmlative to

the tnservice inspettans; program-. The first itear caltIs. for either
procedural changes tm accommodate air expanded test matrix and acquisition of

data. frorw additionaT test parametars,. *with existing probes and upgraded

instrumentation, as well as supporting analyses and evaluations, or at least

some: further analyses and. evaluation to extract more information from

noritallyacquired data.. The: second item would not result in significant

increased activity because utilities, for the most part, already acquire

absolute coil data. The third item calls for an increase in analyses and

evaluation activity. The fourth item would not affect inservice inspection,
such as, but would require a one-time program per plant to define

calibration standards for wear or fretting type flaws.

3.1.2 Need for Action

Eddy current testing (ECT) is a. vital element of the inservice

inspection of stem generator tubesF. Properly executed and evaluated, ECT

will detect various forms of tube degradation in time to initiate remedial

action, thereby, halting or delaying processes which could lead to tube
rupture.

The need for the proposed additions to inservice ECT technical

specification is based on recognized capabilities with the current state of

ECT technology. In the first place, laboratory experiments and field

experience have demonstrated the superiority of multiple-frequency ECT and
other techniques to eliminate unwanted signal interferences and descriminate

among multiple defects. Because the history of degradation in operating
steam generators has resulted in the potential for multiple deficits,

cracking, or tube thinning on top of denting, and other sources of complex
signals, these techniques have become essential in accurately evaluating the

condition of steam generator tubing. The use of ECT techniques or data

evaluation techniques which are capable of eliminating tube support plate,
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tube sheet. denting-,. or other si ff Tar unwanted si gnal interferences. and

dlscrininatinrg asong multip7le defects should. be required in- all steam

generatar fnservice inspection. r, regard to.-the requirement that eddy

current fnspectiorr shaTt IneTude Inspection i m the absolute mode irr additi o-

tm the. dLfferentia.T mode ts improve defect detection- and: interpretataon

capap Tittes; the fTlTowaing case faW be state_ A- walT-thtnninfg type flax

hfcftr fis gzdimT'- tapereds att Its edges', as nrar be the case for frett1 nq

type wear defects-. may, not: roduce a detectable signal on, the differenti.al

channels_. Suctr a fretting type wear flaw will generally produce a' signal on

the absolute channel sT. tn- additio or, tapered localized. radi al fretti ng or

wear standard as opposed to the. hole, standards specified in Code may be

necessary to correctly interpret the amplitude of the signal.

The tube which ruptured at Ginna in January 1982 as a result of a

long fretting type wear defect had previously been inspected in April 1981,

using both the differential and absolute modes. This tube exhibited no

differential signal in April 1981, but did exhibit an absolute signal

approximately 5S long, which was not recorded at that time. This April 1981

signal is Interpretable as less than 20% indication using the calibration

hole standards. as specified in Section XI of the ASME code. However, this

signal is Interpretable as a. slightly greater than 40% plugging limit for

Gtnna. An evaluation of the absolute signal in April 1981 using a fretting

or wear- standard may have resulted in the tube being plugged before the wear

had proceeded sufficiently through the wall to cause the rupture.

3.1.3 Sumnary of Values and Impacts

Values

The expected value of the proposed changes to the ISI technical

specifications would be to avert plant damage and/or increase plant

availability. The elimination of signal interference has two benefits: a)

there would be less chance of missing a degradation signal, otherwise masked

by noise, and b) there would be less time devoted to sorting out the blind

alleys of pure interference. Absolute coil testing would provide reliable

resolution of additional degradation, such as wear or fretting-type flaws.
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imoacts

The requirement to use techniques whlc would. eliminate. unwanted
signal interference would have minimal impabt cc sts to:industry. Multi-
frequency testing; Is already performed: at mast Westinghouse and Combustionr
Engineerin; uits6.. Furthermore, althougir only- single-frequency testing is
performed: at= abcoct r&. MTcox units:, ther Is ar associated data reduction
precest (incoroating: a knownr singTie-frequency Interfarence s-ignal) that
unmasks the tube degradationr informatior.. Hence, the impact of eliminating
unwanted: signal interference is mainly to. process the already-acquired data
fromi Westinghouse and. Combustion Engineering steam generator ECT. The basic
capability ta perform absolute coil testing is already inherent in the
standard ECT equipment_ However, there is an Impact associated with: a)
providing data channels, b) applying calibration standards, and c) evaluat-
Ing the data.

3.2 APPROACH

3.2.1- Objective

The objective of this analysis is to determine the values and

impacts related to implementation of the requirement to upgrade ECT
procedures. The resulting analysis should provide sufficient qualitative

and quantitative information to assess the overall merit of the requirement.

3.2.2 Scope

The scope of the evaluations on which the objective is based

including the following elements: multi-frequency and multi-parameter

testing, absolute versus differential testing (compatibility, calibration,
training, technical specifications), and current usage and costs of multi-
frequency and absolute coil tastings.

The following specific evaluations are made to develop a basis for
the analysis.

1. What is the cost increment to inservics inspections if these ECT
additions become in effect? If all or a portion of these proposed
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actions are already in- practice by a: substantial number of plants."

ther the cost Increnent: w111 be that muctr less.

2. W4hat:t is the rad1 ati or exposure increment 1. these ECT add i ti ons.

become ir effect? For examlp.l e, some of the add ti ons requ re onTy

amarec-mprehensiveantlysis: of the existing: data, this would

entaliT Ow.addfttOnr radfiatiorr exposure-

T. Are sufficient equipment and. trained personnel available to

implenent these improved EC1 techniques?

4. How, do current practices among the ut11iti es for ECT compare with

the proposed additions to the technical specifications?

3.3 RESULTS OF ANALYSIS

3.3.1 Industry

Multi-frequency testing will minimally impact the cost associated

with inservice inspection. Typically, a four-frequency test is performed

with two channels for a strip recorder adds S20K. The total instrumentation

package will cost S18K and a strip recorder adds S20K. The total

instrumentation package will cost S80K (Reference 2). Assuming that the

Instrumentation becomes obsolete or otherwise unusable in 4 years, and

assuming that there is a need for one such package per inservice inspection

event, then the cost increment is S80K for an Inservice inspection.

However, a multi-frequency tester can reduce the number of tube pass-

throughs by as7 much as a factor of 2. Instead of a separate sludge pass,

the sludge can be monitored simultaneously with one of the frequencies

(Reference 2). Assuming only a ten percent reduction in test time, one day

of testing may be eliminated per steam generator for a savings of S1SK

(Reference 3). Hence, the net impact on testing costs would be about S35K

per plant or S12-13K per steam generator. There would be no impact on

radiation exposure.

Absolute coil testing differs from differential coil testing in

that the former uses only one of the probe coils. The signal from the

absolute coil Is first calibrated with respect to an ideal (undegraded)
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1iengtsr of tuLng6. If the Inspectioa test signals deviate frcmt this calibra-,.
tlozr signal,. they are subjected: ta further interpretation, - comparison wittt

calibrati-ao signals: fr=i standardized: degra~ede tube. specimens. This method
ts extremely sensitive;, and can detect wear- or fretting-type flaws.. Abso-

Tutr catT testtnT wwumTi not: require additional instrumenfation-,. only addi-
tffafo evaTuattowrtime.. Assuwsn; one additional day forevaluation, thw

cost lmact woutld be aboutt SC per- tnspectio r for- a. single, steazw generator.
There woul't be = tmpact arr radiation exposure

The above estftates. have beerr made- as conservati Ye as possi bl e.
rn fact, one knowledgeable- sourca (Reference 4) estimates that the

additional items would have virtually not Impact. He estimates that

practically all utilities already include both multi-frequency and absolute
coil ECT evaluations as part of their present practices.

The value of including the proposed changes concerning ECT would

increase the ability to interpret the informational content of the testing

frequencies as well as to reduce the unexpected tube rupture due to wear or

fretting flaws. Simply stated, the improved ECT method improves the quality
of knowledge a utility has about the tubes which were inspected. In the

following sections an evaluation of the values of the higher quality

information is estimated. At this time, the data needs to determine a

quantitative evaluation of the values are not available.

3.3.2 Change in Frequency

Historically, improved ECT would have reduced the probability of

leakage and rupture events by prior plugging of damaged or degraded tubes.
The frequency reduction achievable by improved ECT is very plant dependent.

For plants that have good secondary water chemistry programs, and tube
plugging rates less then the. Industry medium, the improvement will be very

slight. For plants that have, or have previously had marginal secondary

water chemistry programs, the improvement will be greater.

Considering ruptures, Improved ECT (in particular the absolute
coil method) could have detected 2 of the 4 events if the particular tubes
had been selected for inspection. Also, improved ECT would. have improved
the information known about the tubes near those that ultimately ruptured.
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Thusi, assuming: the future ruptures are from the same poputl at.1 n of defecis-

th= has beern seer to: date,. the frequency reduction- factor for ECT' detecti nq

tubes that c=uld cause SG. is 0MS times the probabi 1ity- that the tub& will

be s&tected: for inspection- WMttr the ISr sample stze requirement, the.

grobabflty of seTeetioam fs frm- 3. tm LOOt. wittr the typ.i caT upper bound

presentTy- aou:t:4M. (1ki ttr the proposed- ctranges tir tSt sampl e si ze up tm:

M0 1s tnitcate±: if a certatrr percentage of defective tubes or one defec

is founxt frr the tnIititr samp:Te sizm) Further- it shouTd. be noted: that

Iti storic.TTy-, rupture events progressed. over a: number of fuel cycles and

thus the ESI prov idez multipae opportunities to. detect the fa1iure mode.

No credit is taken for the multiple opportunities, thus, we conservatively

estimate that the frequency reduction factor is in the. range of 0 to .2

For leakage in the 0.1. to 0.3 gpm range, improved ECT is estimated

to be able to detect more tubes with defects that could exceed 0.3 gpm

before the end of the next cycle. Thus, improved ECT will reduce the number

of forced outages. However, it is realized that some degradation modes

progress so rapidly that. they may not show any signal with ECT and also not

all tubes will be inspected. Thus, the frequency reduction factor for

leakage is assumed to be the same as for ruptures, 0 to 0.2.

The baseline frequency for forced outages due to leaks is .188/yr

and for rupture is .015/yr. The estimated reduction in frequency is 0-0.038

and 0-0.002 for leakage and rupture, respectively.

Another factor affecting the frequency reduction factor is the

combined Impact of tSI and improved ECT. Improved ECT is more sensitive

than the single frequency ECT and thus will detect degradation at an earlier

point. If a plant presently has more undetected degraded tubes, the

improved ECr will lead to a larger sample size. Thus for cycles immediately

following implementation of ECT and ISI, many plants will have to have

nearly 100% inspection. With 100% Inspection the upper ranges of the

frequency reduction factors would be as high as 0.5.

3.3.1.3 Radiological Dose

In summary, the occupational dose resulting from implementation of

improved ECT represents no change form the- dose presently being Incurred.
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An esti mate of the avoided. occupational dose was calcul ated or described
above in Section: L of tris clhaptar-. The occupational dose for a forced
outage! ta repair Ieak& I1 estmated tm be l50:man-ruW and for repalrlnj SGTR
35M man..r.

The ex~etedL vatue& of the avoided: occupati onat exposurs due to

SM. ts:Mt=Zoraw-remw. The avolded occupationaT exposure due to forced
shut dowtris M tm L4m an-rern.

.31.4L4 Cost

The economic benefits fronr avoided forced shutdowns due to leaks

and? SGRT are sunmarized in Table 3-1.

3.3.3 Public Risk

The change in risk to the public is calculated using the three

accident consequences discussed in Section III.S. They are: core melt,

major, and minor radiation releases. The annual risk to the public is given

as:

Risk * (Cost or dose) x Probability of the Accident given a

rupture) X (Annual rupture rate).

The change in risk is simply:

Change in Risk - (cost or dose) x (Probability of accident given
rupture) x change in Annual rupture rate.

The values for the accidents are as follows: core melt cost is

S3x10 9; the dose is LtxWO man-rem; and the probability, given a rupture is

1.;5x1O-; for a major radiation release the cost is SlxIO7; the dose is

2.3x103 man-rem, and the probability given a rupture is 8.lxlO-°. For a

minor radiation release the cost is negligible, the dose is less than

2.3x10 3 man-rem, and the probability given a rupture ii 4.ixlO-2. Thus the
annual cost and dose reductions are S90 and 0.08 man-rem; SO.2 and 4x10 5-

man-rem; and negligible cost and less than .18 man-rem for core melt, major
and minor radiation releases, respectively. For the 24 years remaining
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ratle 3--L Avoided: Cost Associated with
the ECr Requirement.

'_ :

E6ent Change Atr
Frequency.

Present. Worter (Event)
Cost over- S Life)

Sln6

Present Worth Benefit
(Avoided Cost over

SS; Life)
S106I .. 4. IaupNpi ( Ul

t CV=34%,Q0' 1 -

Forced Outage
Due to Leaks

- 2 day
-14 day

0-0.038
20.5

146.7

0-0.8
0-5.6

Tube Rupture: O-.002
- 30 day

- 60 day

- 90 day

276.6
602.5

1016.4

O-.60
0-1.3

0-2.0
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Ofant l ife the vaTue are SI4UM and LSZ aan-rem, $3 and 9xl0 4 Iran-rem; and.
negqjigBbTe and Tess thanr 4.4Z nan-remn.

3.3.4; rmplementatiorr PIair a

My plantv are presentTy using improved ECr for ISt. No

abstacTes were i dentlfiect to impl ementatto r of the ne* ECr ST requ1 rements.

3. S. Altarnatives:

None were i dentifi ed.
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4.0 VALUE-IMPACr ANALYSIS FOR NUPPER- INSPECTION
PORT'" REQUIREMENT '

4 J- SUW4PRY

Thfs; secti rstate the proposed: requirement and: the bases for its

setectr-0tr and. summarizes the results of the value-impact analyses.

4.l.L Oescriptiorr

This analysis addresses the requirement proposed by NRC(1) that:

o For PWRs with U-tube steam generators that are licensed after

January 1, 1983, upper inspection ports shall be installed before an

operating license is issued. The ports shall be located so that

visual inspection of ,upper support plates and inner row U-bend.tubes

can be performed.

o Upper inspection ports will not be required to be installed in

operating plants by this generic requirement. The need for

inspection ports in operating plants will be based on plant

operating experience on a case-by-case basis.

The requirement for UIP's will involve new activity for all non-

operating plants with U-bend steam generators. In particular, this acts ilty

includes the design and installation of these ports.

4.1.2 Need for Action

The need for the proposed requirement for UIP's is based on a desire

for better inspection of the upper portions of U-type steam generator tubes.

In the past, steam generators have generally been equipped with lower inspec-

tion ports (LIP). LIPs provide only a severely limited opportunity to inspect

upper tube portions.

Also, some plants (e.g., North Anna 1 and 2, Farley 2, Salem 2 and

Trojan) have, or will Install, ports in the vicinity of the upper tube support
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.1 ate. The purpose of these s to eval uate and: moni tor the effects of den-

tlng, an. to remove tube specimens for exanainatlon. t lis. noted that soam

removed; tubes have exhibited degradationt by mechanisms other titan denting.
Z

tnstaTlatlotr of Inspectiorn ports Ir operatin¢. steanr generators can

result 1rr extandedL outages and additional exposure of personnel to radiatiofnr

Therafore,. for- those p;Tants nWt yet ir operatio,. i tt s adcvantageous to

Insttallt fnspect1o ipWrtsC prior tm: InitiarT criticality. Several recently

licensed: plants have requirements, based or reviews specific to those plants,

to install ports early irr the Tiferof the plant. 3ased on considerations of

the impact of installing upper inspection ports in operating plants, the NRC

staff plans to require installation- In additional operating plants only as a

result of case-by-casa reviews of plant specific operating experience.

4.1.3 Values and Inpacts

The value/impact analysis for UIP's considers steam generators that

are: (1)'under fabrication, (2) in place and operational after 1982 and (3)

currently operational. The impacts of installation of UIPs on steam

generators under construction, In place but not operational after 1982, and

currently operating are: summarized In Table 4.1.

Table 4.1. Impacts for Installation
of an UIP

Costs Occupational Oose

S(lOOOs) (Man-Rem)

During fabrication 10

3efore operation 300-450* -

After operation 300-450* 100

* Assumes installation is done off-critical path and no purchase of
replacement power is required
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The opertionatl vatlue of .itzsta-lling UIP.'s is that these ports

provide a. vi suaT i nspecti con of the tubes I in the regi aor of the U-bends.. This.

i wnturyr, may reduceoutages due ta (other*ise) undefected. tube degradati aor.

The main va:Tue of instfllfn UIP's Is diagnostic rather thanr preventative- No

speciftce benefit: waw identtffied that could: be attributable directly to ai ULF

andt thus: no: quantitative estimate oF the benefit is presented:

4.Z APPROACH

4.Z.L Objective

The objective of this analysJs is to determine the values and

impacts related to implementation of the requirement. The results of the

analysis should provide sufficient qualitative and quantitative information 
to

assess the overall merit of the requirement.

4.2.2 Scope

The scope- of the analysis on which the objective is based includes

the specific evaluations identified below. These considerations are be com-

pared wittr the associated values to the Industry.

1.. What are the considerations for installing UIP's on steam generators

currently-under fabrication? This group should involve the least

changes and the minimum effort.

2. What are the considerations for installing UIP's on steam generators

as assembled in plants which do not yet have an operating license?

This group will undergo modifications to (previously) complete

structures. However, since they are (radioactively) cold, they will

not add to exposure levels.

3. What is the break-even point between installing before and after

operations begin? In other words, how many UIP Installations in

non-operating plants are equivalent to a UIP installation in an

operating plant.
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REULTS OF ANAUSM

4Z.L Industry.

The itm atlatiir of UI- lnvilves materials and4abor. The material

cast: *ilT be essentiaIlyr the same fdr Install atlorr during fabricatloir or on
st after- the staw generator- has beenr installed, but the labor cost will be

different. The cost of' instaiTn q a port .& steam generator during fabrl-
catfao is assuare4 ts break dower as folTows:

o tatal labor.: manweeks I S60/hr S4.8K
a totaT material: SSK

Thus, the total cost per port is on the order of S10K. On the other hand, in

1976 the total cost of installing a 3-inch port on an operational steam

generator at Turkey Point was S20OK-S300K (2). Based on a 7% annual inflation

rat& average for the 6-year period from 1976 to 1982, those costs today would

be 50% higher; that is, the cost in 1982 would be S300-S450K. Hence, on a per

port basis, the cost of installation on an operating steam generator is equi-

valent to froai 30 to 45 port installations on steam generators under

fabrication..

These equivalents apply to in-place steam generators in plants that

are either operational or completed but not yet licensed. However, there is

also the impact of radiation exposure for units in operating plants. 'Whila

these units do not fall under the generic requirement, they are Included on a
case-by-case basis when plant operating experience so indicates. Based on the
data presented in (3) and (4). an upper limit of 100 man-rem for occupational
dose Is calculated. This. assumes 16 man-hours of cutting through the steam

generator wall In the region of the flow resistance plate at 4 rems/hour, and

80 man-hours of work outside the steam generator at 0.4 rems/hr.

The expected value of UIPs to the industry would be In terms of:
(a) averted plant damage, and (b) reduced cost for some repair tasks. In
particular, UIP's would be useful in detecting tube degradation in the region
of the top support plate, such as flow slot hourglassing. UIP's would also
facilitata tube removal for nearby tubes; this would simplify some repair
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tasks-, tending; to: reduce assod ated. costs. Moreover, averted plant damage

shoutd: ultimataTr increase- plant availabl ity.

Wh.iTe in- principle there 1s va:Tue to provdi-ng UIP's-, there is alsc

the questfonr of the. retatfve value.. FTow' stot hourgIassi ng 1s currently

detectalite hy, e the fttfure of ECT probes to, transverse the affectedf

regton of tuftng.t assuming; ttrat ar affected tube s r melected for ECT1. The

reducedc tasL- of tube removal would onTy appTy ta those tubes hr the immedi ate

vicinity- of thet UIRs..

The chief value of UIP's appears to be diagnostic rather than

preventative for tube degradation. The visual information from UIP's could be

corretated with, e.g., ECT signals which would improve the resolution of

signals with specific tube degradation mechanisms.

Installation of UIP's in an already installed steam generator pro-

vides an opportunity for introduction of foreign objects into the steam

generator. Thus an inspection of the top of the tube sheet and QA procedures,

both described above in Section 1 of this chapter, are assumed.

4.3.Z Public Risk

Ne reduction of tube rupture is estimated and no change in public

risk is Identified.

4.3.3 Alternatives

One alternative might be to require upper inspection ports in plants

issued construction permits after 1982. This would give the utilities time to

implement the requirement prior to installation and thus reduce the costs

considerably. Another alternative might be to require the upper inspection

port to be installed on new steam generator designs during fabrication.
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5L VALUE-IWAC ANALYSIS FOR SECONDARY WATER

OIEMtSRYY PRQGANQUIREMENT

FSU4MARY

Thffs section states the proposed requirement and: the basis for its,

setection anid summariles the result of the- value-impact anaTysis:

5F..1. Oescriptior

This analysis addresses the requirement proposed by NRC (1) that

all licensees incorporate a requirement for a secondary water chemistry

program ta minimize steam generator tube degradation. The requirement

for the program would be specified as. a condition to the license which

will stipulate that the program itself will be defined in specific plant

procedures.

The NRC staff will review the plant-specific secondary water

chemistry program for compliance with the following criteria: the

specific plant program should. address measures taken to minimize steam

generator corrosion, including materials selection, chemistry limits and

control methods. rir addition,,. the specific plant procedures should

include progressively more stringent corrective actions for out of speci-

fication water chemistry conditions. These corrective actions must include

power reductions and shutdowns, as appropriate, when excessively corrosive

conditions exist.. Specific functional individuals must be identified as

having the responsibility/authority to interpret plant water chemistry

information and initiate appropriate plant actions to adjust chemistry,

as necessary.

Although the requirement for a program which includes the above

named elements shall be. included in the license, the specific plant

procedures *implementing the program will not be specifically included in

the license. To provide review criteria for determining whether plant-

specific secondary water chemistry is acceptable, the NRC staff is

currently revising the secondary water chemistry guidelines which are in

SRP 5.4.2.1. The revision to these guidelines will incorporate the
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September- 198t 'r. Secondary Water Chemistry Guideline- as a revlew -

basis. These Sutdalines were prepared by the Steaa Generator Owners
GruM Water-Chenistry Guidelines Committee: and represent an industry
consensus opinionr for state-of-the-art secondary water-chemistry control.

.LTZ N(ee for Actfor

The cor osfor of steaa- generator materials may result in primary
to. secondary- leakage if preventative measures or repairs. art not undertaken
orr time. Such- leakage may allows the releasa of radioactivity to the envi-
ronment. The- necessary repairs and preventative measures have resulted in

significant occupational radiation exposures. The accomplishment of im-

proved secondary water chemistry has been recognized by the industry *in
general and by the NRC staff as an important factor in reducing steam
generator materials corrosion. Therefore, to provide assurance that all PWR
licensees will uniformly and consistently implement proper monitoring and

control of secondary water chemistry, thus reducing the need for repair and
preventative activities resulting in occupational radiation exposures and

reducing the potential for radioactive releases to the environment, the
requirement for sucir a program shall be included in the license.

S.1.3 Summary of Values and Impacts
l

The cost benefits of the proposed requirement are found to far
outweigh the cost Impacts. The beneficial value of avoided costs of steam

generator maintenance, repair and/or replacement, plus the avoided cost of
replacement power, far exceed the cost impact of the additional labor and/or
equipment associated with the SWCP. The cost impacts per unit are around
S1.3 million, but the cost benefits range from S40 to S240 million,
primarily due to avoiding SG replacement and derating for those units
affected.

Due to decreased SG repair and inspection required under the SWC?,
the CR£ will be decreased. The incremental radiation dose received during
the more extensive testing of the secondary water is determined to be
negligible. The annual avoided dose ranges from 40 to 312 man-rem per
unit, depending on the existing condition of that unit, and whether or not

the steam generator must be replaced.
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4ithr the SWCP requirement,.--the probabiity of S&TR will be

reduced. However,, thierskto :the pub1ic ts or3-he order of lo-Jfor core

melt and, major rad~tatloir reTeases,. and. 10-3 for minorreleases The costs

and dose associated. *ittr SVC-reatated. SGTIZ pub ic cfnsequences. are

neT IgJ e..

r summnary of' the 2 year impactr and values. of this. SWCP require-

ment for various. PWR- cuaes ts given- in Table 5-0. Overall, the SWCP appears

exceftionally cost-beneficial and fairly important in occupational exposure

reduction. The SWCP requirement has a definite value in relation to its

impacts.

5.2 APPROACH

5.2.1 Objective

The objective of this evaluation is to determine the values and

impacts related to implementation of an NRC requirement for incorporation of

a requirement for a secondary water chemistry program (SWCP) as a license

condition for PWR owners. The value/impact analysis addressed here is

concerned with three areas. cost, dose, and probability change. That is,

the analysis will investigate quantitative and qualitative changes in the

above three areas associated with implementation of a SWCP.

5.2.2 Scope

The listing below provides an overview of the impacts and values to

be assessed related to an SWCP. These items provide the basis for

assessing the cost factors, change in SGTR probability, and dose

factors. Itemns/f actors investigated included:

- preparation of procedures and management system.

- training of operational and management personnel.

- costs of equipment, including installation, maintenance and

operating labor.
- personnel exposure during SWC testing.

- steam generator SWC-related plant outages/availability/replacemnent
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Table 5-0 Sumuary of impacts and Values Over 24 year Life for a PWR for the
Secondary Water Chemistry Requirement

Impacts

Occupational Exposure Present Worth Avoided Exposures (wan-reiq) Av0d14 Pre entI wrth DMP
Unit (man-rem) Costs (N) Occup4tion4l PJblc 4r. ?4ljc

Industry Average 0 1.3 1400 2. 4Q -9

Severe Case 0 1.3 7500 20 ?44

edium Case o 1.3 10f 2 - 94j

eq

-C

in

I (
I ; . . .

I I



-

decrease 1r SG degradation and-tube rupture.

-. Public risk reduction.

The approacfr used to develop qualitatlve- and quantitative values

for-these fartors incTuded: a telephone survey to a. number of PWR owners.

Seventeerr PM units were contacted,. with two having CE-supplied steanm

generators and: the rest Westinghouse generators-

5.3 RESULTS OF ANALYSIS

The results of the analysis are presented below in terms of 
the

values and impacts on both the nuclear industry and the public. The value-

impact of the proposed implementation plan is presented and, finally,

alternatives to the proposed requirement are discussed.

Table 5-1 presents a summary of the information received from

the telephone survey of the PWR owners. These data were utilized in

formulating the results.

The values and impacts associated with the nuclear industry are

examined below as associated with the three study areas:

o probability changes of outages, ruptures, plugging, and risk,

o costs, and

o radiation exposures.

5.3.1 Probability Changes

The approach taken to determining the V-I's associated wit.n each

of the above areas was to examine the expected changes 
due to the SWC?

requirement to both individual units and to the industry overall. For this

particular proposed requirement, existing plants were grouped 
into three

groups:

o 6severe - those units which have experienced significant SWC-

related tube degradation
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IC]eano- those units wittr little. SWC-related. tube degradation

m med>iumw - the rest of the units; between "goodu and.. "bad".

The grouping of surveyed units. according to treses categories is described

be.tow.

The probabiTity changes; (frequency of occurrence) to be' determined

are assoctaCted; Otth avoidance of:

a: steamr generator tube rupture,
o forced. outages due to leaks,
o tube plugging and associated testing, and

o plant derating and/or SG replacement. -

The determination of the above values is based on establishing an

example "severe', 'cleane and medium' plant with respect to SWCP corrosion-

related tube degradation history. From References 2, 3, and 4 the data was

extracted to construct Table 5-2 which establishes the three example plants.

The degradation modes expected to be affected by a SWCP include wastage,

cracking, IGA,. pitting, denting and erosion/corrosion; these modes

determined the event frequencies used for the data references.

Thus, the data differences between the *severe" and "Clean"

example plants will be used. to represent the potential of the SWC? to effect

changes. The same is true for the differences between the "medium" and

cleanN plants. It Is assumed that the Implementation of this requirement

would achieve 75% of the potential for improvement for "severe" plants, and

50% of the potential for *medium' plants. The larger expected percentage

improvement for the Isevere' plants is due simply to the greater potential

for improvement.

From the historical data in References 2, 3, and 4, the telephone

survey, and the statistical analysis section of this report (II1.2),

approximately one-sixth (1/6) of the operating units are assumed "severe",

one-half (1/2) 'medium" and one-third (1/3) *clean". Units were grouped by

their history of plugged tubes. 'Severe' plants had multiple hundred tubes

plugged, 'medium* units had around one hundred, and OcleanW units generally

had in the low tens of tubes plugged, all after 6-8 years of service.
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TaITet 5-2. Thre Example Unit Data

Reactor Years

(Excrud1ng lst Z yrs)
Forcse Outages/Yr(-11 Tubes Plugged

Per Yr (%/yr)

I.; OCTeman Units=

#Z

*13

a

4-
3.

a.
or
0
0

a (a)
Z.o (0)
O (0)
O (0)

2.

"Clean* Examole: 6 0.035* 1 (0)

*Severem Units:

#1 6 .33 258 (2.5)

#Z 3 .66 206 (2.1)

#3 7 a 239 (2.3)

54 6 .5 250 (2.4)

*Severe Examole: 5 .37 250 (2.4)

mMedlum m Examole: 6 .082 70 (0.7)

*Nota: Leakage event rate chosen higher than plants data to account for

conservative rangs.

,

(1.) Forced outage rata obtained by using one-half 0.1-0.3 gpm leakage rate

plus 0.3 to TR leakage rat8 for chemistry-ralated degradation modes.
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rabTe §-3.- Secondary Water Chemistry Related. Event Frequencies

(Per Reactor-Year) Per Unit

Forced: Outages* Tubes Plugged:
SGTM Percentage

l_ Existing tndustry-Wide Average 0.115 0.008 0.7T

Unit

2. "Clean* Example Unit 0.035 0.003 0

3. "Medium' Example Unit 0.082 0.007 0.7

- Potential Avoidance 0.047 0.004 0.7

(OMedium8 minus "Clean')

- Expected Avoidance 0.024 0.002 0.4

4. aSeverie Example Unit 0.37 0.033 2.4

- Potential Avoidance 0.335 0.030 2.4

(Severe* minus iClean')

- Expected Avoidance 0.25 0.022 i.8

S. Industry-Wide Average Unit 0.053 0.003 0.5

Expected Avoidance

*Based on all PWR data leakage frequencies using one-half of 0.1 - 0.3 gpm

leakage plus .3-(TR) gpm leakage frequency for the SWC-related degradation

modes.
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A

rable - summarizes the data differences and presents the avoided
frequencies af the three events: forced outages, tube ruptures, and tube
rluggng. These av1 ded frequencies are used irr_the sectons below to
quantffy- the costs an¢ radiattonr doses avoided..

L*Z nadustry Costs and Rad1 attacr Doses

The quantlfied cast and: radiatiow and dose impacts and values are
presented beow,. The previously developed lavoided event frequencies are
u-seds to- quantffy specific costs. and doses associated with- the SWCP
requireunent.

Economlc Costs and Benefits

According. to the survey results presented in Table ;-1, the
industry appears-to feel that one person full-time mill be required for
administering the program at each unit.

The need to add one full-time staff member to administer the SWCP
seems rather Iigh. One can argue that If the industry feels that this is
the level of additional effort needed to implement the SWCP, then they have
not been adequately or efficiently applying their existing programs. It is
estimated that the impact Is probably on the order of four to six person-
months additional staff labor per unit, primarily to administer a formal NRC
required SACP. Thus, it is estimated that the larger-cost impact to the
industry caused by a SWCP requirement as a license condition would be about
five person months for administration (SZOK/yr per PWR unit). The present
worth cost of this labor over 24 years is $0.3 million.

It is estimated that the units presently following the
manufacturer's SWC? will need to expend approximately S1 million on
equipment to up-grade to the SGOG SWCP. This equipment is composed of the
sensors, continuous recorders and analytical data machines needed to provide
the multitudinous, continuous inputs required. This equipment is expected
to be needed in approximately two-thirds of the existing plants, primarily
those with Westinghouse SG systems.
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The economic benefits. of the. SWCP requirements: are associated; with

avoidinT future costs: The costs: w1chr..can be avoided: are- associated with

tube: pluggng-.- forced: outages due to Teaks. tub.9. ruptures, and SG

reptacement and/or unit lower deratingq. The cost: benefits: are calculated by

amltipTiyinT the avoaided, event frequency- by the present worttr of each events.

cost:ver-S& expec te eTife. as described earlier 1in- Section rt:. of this:

report1 rab:te 5-4 presents: a. sumirary- of these avaided cost-benefit

calculations for the average plant;. rables 54- and 5-5 present the avoided

cost data for then"medium"' and- Osevere' condition plant, respectively. The

"cTean plants: wilT not benefit since these units are already as good as

they can be.

Note that the benefit of avoiding SG replacement is an order of

magnitude greater than avoiding the total of plugging, outages and ruptures.

Also note that as expected, the greatest avoided cost benefit is experienced

by the OsevereW units.

Thus, comparing the present worth of costs ($1.3 million) with

the benefits of avoided costs (cS - 64 million, plus $37-176 million for SQ

derating and/or replacement), it is apparent that the economic cost-benefit

analysis is strongly in favor of the SWCP requirement.

Radiation ExPosures

The radiation exposure due to performing a SWCP is negligibly

different than present SWC testing doses. However, the avoided doses due to

reduced/avoided exposure during SG maintenance, repair and replacement are

significant.

The avoided exposures are determined by multiplying the yearly

avoided event frequency by the dose expected for performing that event.

Again, different avoided doses will be experienced by the "severe", and

"medium* units due to different event frequencies. Table 5-7 presents the

avoided doses over a 24 year life for the *severe", *medium", and the

Industry-average unit. Again, the *clean" unit experiences no benefit.
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raale,54. rndustry-tde Average per Unit
Assoctated w~ith the SWC7 Requ1resent

raide& Frequeneyr Present Worth- Evenj Prese
rcabrea T-T Cas over SE Life(

rentsfreactorivr. (S1MC)

Event Av

r

int Wortft Benef it
Avaided. Cost)

(S106:)

rube .tu ggn;

Forced Outage
Oue tor Leaks

- 2 day

- t4 day

Tube Rupture:
- 30 day
- 60 day
-90 day

0c..t 1.3:

0.*05
20

146
1.1
7.7

t 0.003
276
662

1,016 -

0.a
2.0
3.1

ST Oerating (at year 1.
through 30

at 0.7X plugging)

37.5 37.5

Summary

o Present Worth Benefit
(Avoided Cost) Range for
Plugging, Leaks, and Ruptures

o Present Worth Benefit
(Avoided Cost) of Expected 16th
through 30th year SG derating
due to plugging

S3.2 - 12 million

S37.; million
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rable 5-L.. Mediumb Cond fti on Plant peW Unit
Kenefit of Avoided Casts: Associated
wit- Ue SWCP Requirement -

Event: Avoided: Frequencyr
fr= TabTe F-3:

(events/reactarfyr)

Present Worthr Event
Cost: over SS Life

Ls106)

Present Worth-Benefit
(Avaided Cost)

-_ (S1IJM

Tube Plugging 0.57 1.7 1.0

Forced Outage
Due to Leaks
- 2 day
- 14 day

Tube Rupture:
- 30 day

- 60 day

- 90 day

* 0.024
20

146

0.5
3.5

0.002
276
662

1,016

0.6
1.3
2.0

SG Derating (at year 16
through 30 at

0.7% plugging)

37.5 37 .5

Sumary

o Present Worth Benefit

(Avoided-Cost) Range for

Plugging, Leaks, and Ruptures

o Present Worth Benefit

(Avoided Cost) of Expected 16th

Through 30th Year SG Derating

Due to Plugging.

S2.1 - 6.5 million

S37.5 million
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- ------ - -.- -- -- ---I- ---- --- . ---- . ----

rabT Sr-. 'Tevere Condition Plant per- Unit
3enefit of Avoided Costs Associated
wifth the SWC7 Reulrement

Avold: Frequency-
frw TabreT sa,

Nevent/reactor/yr)

Present Worttr Event
Cost over- SE Life

(Sias)

Present WorthT Benefit
(Avoided Cost)

(Si06i

rube Pluggi ng

Forced Outage-
Oue to Leaks

- Z day
- 14 day

Tube Rupture:
- 30 day
- 60 day
- 90 day

4.4.

0.25
20

146
5.1

36.6

0.022
276
662

1,015

o.1
14.6
22.3

SG Replacement (at year 18 with
2.41 plugging*)

176 176

Sunmnary

o Present Worth Benefit
(Avoided Cost) Range for
Plugging, Leaks, and Ruptures

o Present Worth Benefit
(Avoided Cost) of Expected 18th
Year S& Replacement

S15.6 - 63.5 million

$176 tirllion

*tNots: A "severen plant would theoretically experience two separate
SG replacements. Since the first sr replacement (at year 9)
Is unavoidable, the second replacement and the derating is
the avoided cost used here.
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rabtle 5'-. Radiation Doses Avoided
for-0 ifferent Unit Groups

witir the SWCP Requirement

Avoided Frequency
Frortabl'e: 5.-.3
(Events/Rx-yr)

Radiati Or
Dose/Event.
(Man-Rem)

24- Year
Avoided Dose

(Man-Rem)

"Severem Unit.

a Pluggingl
o SGTR Repair
o S6 Replacement
o SG Leakage Repair

OMedium* Unit

180
.022

1*

.25

1
350

2100
150

4320

185

2100
,gO

7505Total:

o Plugging?
a SGTR Repair

! a SG Replacement
.I o S& Leakage Repair

40

.002
0

.024

1

350
2100
150

960
17
0

86
Total: 1063

tndustry Average

Unit

o Plugging3

o SGTR Repair

o SG Replacement
o SG Leakage Repair

50
.003

0
.053

I

350
2100

150

1200
7

700
191

Total: 1416

1. .8% plugging rate

2. 0.4%

3. 0.5%

Is 180
. 40
* 53

plugs.
plugs.
plugs.

i

* See note at bottom of Table 5-6.
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The avoided: doses are seeir to: be primarily due to avoided. tube-
plugginT. Fbor~ the average unit the avolded: annual dose would. be significant
irr comparisoir t the: totaX octupationat doses presently received.

- Thrtslc. t= the pu~t tc is: cTctmTated. usl ng the three aczident
consequences =ut~ine: imr Sect ot rars. core met. nmajor radi atonor rmlease,
and minor radtatfot release. aiven a; tube rupture, the probabilities, cost
of cteawr-up and. radlatfowr doses have been- determined for the three
consequences above and are presented irr Sect1on III.S.

The public risk reduction attributed to these consequences due to
SWC-related problets is obtained by multiplying the avoided frequency of
tube rupture caused by SWC by the rupture-to-consequence probability. Thus,
the risk reduction, avoided clean-up cost, and avoided radiation dosage can
be calculated as given in rable 5-8.

Note that the existing probabilities of core melt are low at 10-7,
major radiation release probability Is also on the order of L0-7, and a
moderate probability order of 10-3 for the minor release consequence. The
reductions in consequence probabilities are correspondingly low, with
trivial cost avoidance and negligible dose avoidance due to low event proba-
bilities (see Table S-8).

Thus, the risk reduction to the public was negligible, as were the
public costs and doses avoided.

5.3.4 Implementation Plan

Implementation of the SWCP requirement as a condition of the
license can be performed with little impact in most cases. New plants
should feel no schedule Impact; particularly since most new plants appear to
be considering the SGO SWCP. What the existing plants require is a set of
procedures identifying the person responsible for data interpretation, the
sequence and timing of events to correct SWC deficiencies, and the
reporting/audit system to monitor the program. These procedures and
equipment could be prepared during operations and Implemented during a
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rable 5-Z. Public tisc Reduction- and Avoided Public

Costs and Doses Due to SWCP Reqirement (per Reactor Year)

Coam Major Minor

MeTt Radiatian Radiatiof
Release Release

Existing Consequence- (10-7) (1 4-6) (10-4)

Probability:
o 'Severe! 4.9 27 13

o OMediumm  1.L 5.7 2.9

o OClean" 0.4 2.5 1.3

o Industry Average 1.2 6.6 3.3

Consequence Probability (10-8) (10-8) (10-4)

Reduction:

o nSeverel 33 18 8.8

- a Medium" 3.0 1.6 0.8

o Industry Average 4.5 2.4 1.2

Avoided Consequence (S) (S) (S)

Costs:

o wSeverem 1000 1.80 8.80

o "Medium" 90 .16 .80

o Industry Average ,13S .24 1.20

Avoided Consequence (Man-Rem) (Man-Rem) (Man-Rem)

Doses:

o "Severe3  .9 Neg. Neg.

O "Medium" .08 Neg. Neg.

O Industry Average .12 Neg. Neg.

* See note at bottom of Table 5-6.
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- Tanned outage or-ever durinT operations.. However, a realistic time -

sc- edul e faor czmpJTanca must be establ 1 shed for those pl ants- requi ri nq
equipment purchase and. instaltatiotr.

!3.S ATternattyes

There t ns techncalTy-acceptable aTternative to the SWC7. The
requtirement of a& SWCL as a. Ifcense con(itlorr has only the alternative of nor
actair, t.; Tet: the it1Iti esr continue the SWC itn an informal aranner.
The condenser ISt requl rement supports the SWC? requi rement, but cannot take
i ts place.
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